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Abstract
In the 1970s and 1980s, a small group of American engineers recognised the import-
ance of the graph-colouring ideas studied by mathematicians and the potential for these
ideas to be used in practical radio frequency assignment procedures. Some ground-
breaking work led to a long period of study in academia where many variants on the
Frequency Assignment Problem have been considered and some advanced algorithms
developed. This thesis has investigated the Frequency Assignment Problem for mi-
crowave fixed links and, taking account of the constraints experienced in professional
practice, extended this to include the problem of Equipment Selection.
For a particular data-rate, standard radio equipment using relatively lower-or higher-
order modulation schemes can be deployed by the fixed link operator. While the
higher-order options use less bandwidth, they radiate at higher powers and require
more protection in the radio interference environment. That is, they are more potent
interferers and present a greater challenge to distant interferers. Therefore, when the
assigner’s objective is to minimise the span of frequencies used by a network, the
higher-order modulation radio is not always the most spectrally efficient. The thesis
has hypothesised that by doubling the bandwidth requirement on selected links, the as-
signer can actually reduce the overall span of frequencies used to support a frequency
assignment for the entire network.
With a minimum span objective, fixed link deployment scenarios have been exposed
to a standard IP Solver that gives exact solutions. Using graph-theoretic methods,
equipment selection heuristics have been developed and tested in offline and online en-
vironments. This work has gathered significant evidence in support of the hypothesis.
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Glossary
The glossary focuses on some of the key radio engineering terms and parameters used
in professional frequency assignment work and throughout this thesis.
Term/parameter Unit Notation Description
Aggregate interference dBW ΣI The sum of interfering signal powers incident to a re-
ceiver.
Carrier-to-Noise plus aggregate in-
terference
dB C/(N + ΣI) The ratio of carrier signal power to the sum of noise
and aggregate interference.
Decibel dB dB In radio engineering, a logarithmic unit that expresses
the ratio of radio signal powers P1 and P2 given by
10 · log(P1/P2).
dBW dBW dBW A measure of radio signal power P referenced to 1
Watt of power given by 10 · log(P/1). Therefore 1
Watt of signal power = 0 dBW.
dBi dBi dBi A measure of antenna gain referenced to a theoretical
isotropic radiator.
EIRP dBW EIRP Effective Isotropic Radiated Power. A measure of ra-
diated power referenced to a theoretical isotropic ra-
diator. Specifically, the radiated power required from
a isotropic radiator to equal the maximum EIRP de-
livered by an antenna.
Excess interference dB euv The amount by which the interference threshold at a
receiver u associated with a single source of interfer-
ence v is breached.
Fixed link - - A microwave communications link between two fixed
points.
Frequency Division Duplex - - A highly organised radio frequency channel plan sup-
porting two-way communications where GO and RE-
TURN signals are assigned frequencies separated by
a constant frequency separation or duplex spacing.
Glossary xiv
Term/parameter Unit Notation Description
kTB dBW kTB Thermal noise in a receiver’s bandwidth. The product
of Boltzmann’s constant k, ambient temperature T
and bandwidth B.
Net Filter Discrimination dB NFD The discrimination (or advantage) obtained at a re-
ceiver, relative to a co-frequency interference scen-
ario, when the interferer is offset in frequency.
Noise dBW N In radio frequency assignment work, the total noise
accounted for at a receiver. N is the sum of kTB, the
Noise Figure of the radio and fixed system losses that
can be modelled as noise.
Noise-interference budget - - A budget setting out the various signal powers and
power ratios at a receiver. Can be used to derive a
protection ratio.
Noise-limited frequency assign-
ment
- - A frequency assignment method used in professional
practice where the interfering signal powers incident
to a receiver are maintained at levels below Noise.
Radiation Pattern Envelope - - A graph, specified in the antenna manufacturing
standards, that sets-out the maximum gain of a an-
tenna at angles offset from the main beam.
Receiver Sensitivity Level dBW RSL The smallest radio signal power required at a receiver
in order that Quality of Service is maintained. Used
in fixed link planning and frequency assignment pro-
cedures.
Single-entry interference threshold dBW IT A threshold at a receiver for the incident interfering
signal power sourced from a single interferer.
Wanted-to-Unwanted ratio dB W/U A ratio of wanted signal power to a single source of
unwanted (interfering) signal power.
Table 1: Glossary of radio engineering terms and parameters
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Introduction
Historically, microwave fixed links have been used in telecommunications networks
to facilitate high-capacity connections between important or remote nodes, for broad-
cast distribution and access connections direct to customer premises. In modern times
they are also deployed in very large numbers to support base-station interconnection
in mobile overlay networks. Heavy use within some frequency bands motivates the
investigation of spectral efficiency questions.
This thesis aims to close the gap between professional practice and the advanced ideas
that have been developed in the academic research. Despite the importance of the prob-
lem, coverage in the literature is often limited to more general and abstract problems
of frequency assignment, neglecting practical considerations and some important fea-
tures of fixed links planning. This study extends established graph-theoretic modelling
of the frequency assignment problem to take account of equipment selection; a prob-
lem often neglected both by the professional frequency assigner and in the academic
studies.
The radio equipment used in fixed link networks is highly standardised including the
data rates supported. In Europe, for example, manufacturing standards for fixed links
are specified by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). Net-
work operators will require a specific data-rate to satisfy the traffic demand between
the nodes at either end of the microwave fixed link, which can usually be satisfied by
exactly two radio systems from the ETSI specifications, one using a relatively lower-
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order modulation scheme and the other a relatively higher-order scheme. This feature
allows for a very systematic approach to the equipment selection problem.
While the higher-order modulation option uses less bandwidth and is thus more spec-
trally efficient in isolation, it is required to radiate at a higher power and demands
greater protection in the radio interference environment than the lower-order alternat-
ive. Therefore, it may not necessarily be optimal when the spectral efficiency of the
entire fixed links network is considered.
With spectral efficiency questions often being posed sharply in relation to congested
spectrum, there is a clear need for a detailed understanding of the equipment selection
problem and a much closer engagement between professional engineers working in the
frequency assignment sub-discipline and academic experts in frequency assignment.
This thesis aims to address these questions.
1.1 Contributions to knowledge
The contributions to knowledge made by this study can be summarised as follows:
Identification of the equipment selection problem. This study discusses the spec-
tral efficiency of the standard radio systems used on microwave fixed links and
the inequalities between these systems in the radio interference environment.
The selection of radio equipment for the fixed link is identified as a problem; this
is an extension of the established Frequency Assignment Problem.
Problem formulation. Extending established graph theoretic methods and analysis,
the thesis has set out the first precise mathematical description of the fixed links
frequency assignment problem with equipment selection with a minimum span
objective. This takes account of practical constraints and regulatory features
including, in particular, consideration of real world radio system parameters and
the use of highly organised channel plans.
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Hypothesis. The thesis sets out a hypothesis in relation to the equipment selection
problem. This proposes the existence of a equipment selection paradox which
can be summarised as follows: By doubling the bandwidth on selected fixed
links, the overall spectrum required by a network of links can be reduced in
practice. Alternatively, a doubling of the bandwidth on selected links can be ac-
commodated, reducing interference in the network without increasing the overall
spectrum requirement.
Exact solutions The equipment selection problem is formulated as an Integer Pro-
gram (IP), where exact solutions, using a standard IP Solver, provide very strong
evidence that improvements in spectral efficiency can be made through equip-
ment selection over a suite of benchmark problems.
Orderings for sequential frequency assignment Consideration of the ordering tech-
niques often applied to the request queue in frequency assignment problems and
the multi-raster environment familiar to professional frequency assignment en-
gineers led the study to develop a novel ordering technique that takes account
of the practical channel plans used in professional practice. A second novel
approach to ordering developed in this study is a variation on the classical Gen-
eralised Largest First technique.
Offline heuristics While exact solution techniques support the hypothesis, these are
neither tractable nor practical for real world problems, hence the study has also
considered the development of heuristic approaches. A detailed analysis of the
IP solver’s exact solutions is the basis for this work which, in order to allow for
experimentation, is first of all constrained to an offline environment.
Online heuristics Using the experimental results from the development of offline
heuristics, online equipment selection heuristics have been developed.
Publications Aspects of the problem formulation and exact solutions reported on in
Chapters Three and Four of the thesis are discussed in an article published by
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Wireless Personal Communications in 2012:
Flood, I, D, Allen, S, M. (2012), The Fixed Links Frequency Assignment Problem
with Equipment Selection, Wireless Pers. Commun., DOI 10.1 007/s11277-012-
0810-4.
Material from Chapter Five is discussed in an invited conference paper for the
URSI Commission F Triennial, Open Symposium on Radiowave Propagation
and Remote Sensing, April 30th - May 3rd, 2013, Ottawa, Canada. Preparations
are being made for submission to Radio Science:
Flood, I, D, Allen, S, M. (2013), Criteria for the microwave fixed link equipment
selection heuristic, URSI Commission F Triennial, Open Symposium on Radi-
owave Propagation and Remote Sensing, April 30th - May 3rd, 2013, Ottawa,
Canada.
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Background and literature review
This chapter of the thesis discusses the relationship between modulation and spec-
tral efficiency, the application of graph theory to the frequency assignment problem
and explains how a frequency assignment service for microwave fixed links works in
professional practice. A frequency assignment maps frequencies to radio transmitters
whilst ensuring that specific objectives are attained with respect to spectrum usage and
that the constraints required to mitigate the effects of interference at radio receivers are
respected.
2.1 Modulation schemes and spectral efficiency
The digital modulation scheme used with a microwave radio system places data on the
carrier signal and, for some bandwidth, determines the data-rate on the fixed link [1].
Data-rate is defined as the amount of information carried over the fixed link in one
second and is normally expressed in Mbit/s. The engineering textbooks and regulat-
ory literature, see [1] and [2] for example, often illustrate this using constellation dia-
grams as shown in Fig 2.1, explaining that while higher-orders of modulation are able
to send more data per Hz of bandwidth, they operate with a shorter decision distance
between signal states and so, in order to avoid error, require a greater ratio between the
wanted signal and noise. This parameter is generally referred to as the signal-to-noise
ratio and denoted by S/N .
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Figure 2.1: Constellation diagrams for 4-QAM and 16-QAM modulation
When developing the frequency assignment criteria used in assignment procedures, ra-
dio engineers will, typically, characterise a radio system with respect to its modulation
scheme, designing interference thresholds based on the core S/N [3], [4].
Considering the equipment options set-out in the ETSI standards [5], it is well estab-
lished that when planning to resolve a specific data-rate, the operator will often have a
choice of exactly two radio systems. The lower-order modulation option will support
the data-rate using twice the bandwidth of the higher-order radio and, on this basis, it
could easily be assumed that the higher-order modulation radio is always more spec-
trally efficient since a higher data-rate per Hz is possible. Much of the established
engineering literature is focused on this measure of spectral efficiency. Freeman [1],
for example, sets out the following equation:
η = Rb/W (2.1)
where η is a measure of spectral efficiency, Rb is the bit rate (or data rate) and W is the
bandwidth utilised. Clearly, this approach evaluates the operation of the individual ra-
dio in relation to the amount of data sent per Hz, a measure sometimes referred to as the
transmission efficiency [6]. However there is no consideration given here to questions
of frequency re-use or the acquisition of spectrally efficient frequency assignments for
the fixed link network. These questions are addressed by very few authors when dis-
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cussing the modulation techniques used with fixed links radio systems, however, [6],
[7] and [8] examine the radio system parameters associated with alternative modula-
tion techniques and discuss spectral efficiency. We discuss these papers in more detail
here.
Leuenberger [7] notes that higher-order modulation schemes require a higher S/N and,
consequently, lower interference thresholds. He goes on to consider the use of higher-
order modulation schemes in dense networks, deriving minimum angular spacings for
link-ends (antennas) sharing a node. He explains that the higher S/N requirement
limits the spectral efficiency gain obtained through the use of higher-order modulation
systems and, from a classical radio engineering perspective, that higher-performance
antennas should be deployed with these systems; in general, this means antennas with
higher gain in the main beam and less gain in the side-lobes (off-axis).
Farrar and Hinkle [6] set out a more detailed discussion of the radio system parameters
associated with different modulations schemes and spectral efficiency. They explain
that bandwidth, S/N , the interference threshold and radiated power level are all func-
tions of the modulation type and that all of these may be traded-off against each other.
An interference threshold is a limit applied to the interfering signal power incident to a
victim receiver and the radiated power level of a radio system is a measure of the signal
power radiating from an antenna (see Chapter Three for a detailed explanation of these
parameters). The authors develop an analysis which goes beyond a simple calcula-
tion for transmission efficiency. They set out an equation for a Spectrum Conservation
Factor:
SCF = V C/(T.A.B) (2.2)
where V C is the number of voice channels accommodated by the communications link
(at the time that their paper was written, microwave links were mainly used to carry
voice traffic in the public telephone networks), T is the proportion of time that the
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system is in operation (fixed links transmit data constantly so assume a value of 1), A
is the denial area in km2 and B is receiver bandwidth.
Evaluation of denial area is a function of antenna type as well as of parameters directly
associated with the modulation scheme. The parabolic antennas used on fixed links are
highly directional and are characterised by a half-power beamwidth which is given by
the angular distance between points on either side of the antenna’s main lobe that are
3 dB lower than the boresight gain [9]. However, parabolic antennas will radiate some
signal level in all directions and the characterisation of antenna performance is vital
when modelling the fixed links interference environment. In his later paper, Hinkle [8]
elaborates on this measure of spectral efficiency. He explains that both the amount of
spectrum assigned and spatial denial are affected by the choice of modulation scheme.
Although Farrar and Hinkle’s work is incorporated in ITU literature [10], suggesting
a fairly wide-ranging acceptance of the analysis within sections of the international
radio engineering community, this type of paper is rare in modern times and rarely
cited in the academic discussions. In general, they are written from a radio engineering
perspective and so do not really address spectral efficiency or the frequency assignment
problem (FAP) as understood by the Computer Science or Mathematics disciplines and
defined by [11] and [12], for example. However, they do consider modulation and radio
system parameters at the planning level and develop an analysis of spectral efficiency,
on this basis, that takes the discussion well beyond a simple assessment of transmission
efficiency for the individual fixed link solution. To a frequency assignment engineer,
aiming to conserve spectrum, these papers certainly imply that sophisticated algorithms
are required in order that the most spectrally efficient radio systems are selected for any
particular deployment scenario. From this perspective, these papers make an important
contribution to the discussion.
While papers such as [6], [7] and [8] are rare, there are other investigations that have
been undertaken by radio engineers in the past that are even more obscure with re-
spect to the general availability of the literature. A particularly notable contribution
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here is that of Bacon [13] who reports (in a committee paper) on the results of simula-
tions where a large set of 38 GHz fixed links data is exposed to a sequential frequency
assignment algorithm with the objective of minimising the span of the assignment. Ba-
con is focused on the efficiency of the frequency assignment using the conventional
low-end packing approach described in [14]. Here, the algorithm assigns the first fre-
quency available, working up-band from the smallest frequency; this has the effect of
packing the frequency assignments towards the band’s lower bound. The frequency
assignment is run three times, once with lower-order modulation parameters selected
for each link in the problem, a second time with higher-order equipment selected and
a third time as per the original set of requests made by the fixed link operators (the re-
quests were a mix of relatively lower or higher-order modulation systems). Although
the lower-order radios used twice the bandwidth of the higher-order alternatives per
link, the ratio of the spans obtained by the two frequency assignments was less than
2:1; in fact, the higher-order solution used 75% of the spectrum required by the lower-
order solution. This early study of the problem, again, suggests that careful selection
of radio equipment could lead to more spectrally efficient frequency assignments.
A previous work by the author of this thesis [3] investigated the parameters associ-
ated with alternative radio systems and the effect of these on interference calculations.
Specifically, this work analysed the frequency assignment criteria used by the UK reg-
ulator. Further, the loss objective on the interference path, which can be defined as the
loss required to satisfy the single-entry interference threshold at the victim receiver,
was calculated for different radio system types, highlighting the enormous inequalities
present in the radio interference environment when lower and higher-order modulation
radios are present. This analysis is discussed in Section 3 of the literature review.
Although there is little in the academic literature that discusses modulation in relation
to the FAP, the well understood trade-offs between radio system parameters suggests
that links using higher-order modulation radios may, while utilising only half the band-
width of a lower-order option, actually introduce greater assignment difficulty in some
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scenarios. This poses a challenging problem to engineers and scientists aiming to use
the spectrum resource more efficiently. Because higher orders of modulation operate
with a higher S/N , these systems radiate at higher powers and require higher protection
ratios and lower interference thresholds relative to lower-order alternatives. Therefore,
when running frequency assignment procedures, the higher-order modulation radios
will present a greater challenge to distant interferers and receivers than the lower-order
systems [3].
2.2 Graph-theoretic methods: early developments
A graph, G = V,E, consists of a set of points or vertices denoted by V and a set of
lines, or edges, making connections between vertices and denoted by E. The number
of edges incident with a vertex v determines its degree and this can be denoted by
deg(v). If we label an edge with the value of some constraint, this is said to be its
weight and the weighted degree of v is the sum of these weights over all incident edges.
These graphs can be used to model scientific and engineering problems [15] including
frequency assignment problems.
With graph colouring problems, the objective, for the problem solver, is to assign a
colour to each vertex in the graph using the minimum number of colours; vertices
that are connected by a graph edge may not be assigned the same colour. The basic
principles are set out in vintage papers such as [16] and variants of these classical
problems are studied by mathematicians today [17]. See [18] for a comprehensive
and contemporary survey of both classical and emerging graph colouring techniques,
written from the mathematician’s perspective.
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2.2.1 Pioneering work by American Engineers
Metzger is credited by many, including Zoellner [19], as the first to understand that
the graph colouring problems studied by mathematicians were analogous to frequency
assignment problems with co-channel constraints. Metzger saw that the vertices of
a graph could represent requests for frequency assignment and that the edges could
define the co-channel constraint, where vertices connected by an edge cannot be as-
signed the same frequency. Metzger’s paper is now difficult to obtain but this early
work is considered to be groundbreaking and was consolidated and extended by a
number of American engineers in the 1970s and 1980s who were motivated by an
understanding that spectrum resources were, or soon would be, under pressure and that
more spectrally efficient frequency assignment procedures were required.
Zoellner gives a detailed description of Metzger’s work. Ordering frequency assign-
ment requests according to assignment difficulty was already well understood and was
established practise. He explains how graph decomposition techniques can be applied
to order the vertices of the graph in a request queue. With co-channel problems, the de-
gree of a vertex describes the number of constraints in-play and, on this basis, vertices,
or nodes, are removed from the graph and positioned in the ordered list according to
their degree, with the vertices of smallest degree being removed first of all. The colour-
ing or frequency assignment procedures are then applied with the vertices of greatest
degree (and so, greatest assignment difficulty) first in order. Here, the request queue
is in node-degree order. Metzger developed more sophisticated de-composition tech-
niques where sub-graphs of the main graph were identified and all of the vertices in
the sub-graph placed on the ordered list (again, in some order). With this approach, the
request queue is in node-colouring order.
Metzger set-out three colouring procedures, two of which are closely related: the
frequency-exhaustive technique, the requirement-exhaustive technique and the uniform-
assignment technique. These three techniques are illustrated in Figure 2.2. With the
frequency-exhaustive technique, the assigner works through the set of available fre-
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quencies, assigning the first frequency that satisfies constraints to the request under
consideration. A slightly alternative approach here is the requirement-exhaustive tech-
nique; here, the assigner attempts to assign the first frequency, from the set of available
frequencies, to each request in the queue. If some requests remain unsatisfied then
the assigner considers the next frequency in the set and so on until the entire request
queue is resolved. For a problem with co-channel constraints and with the request
queue in the same order for both exercises, the frequency-exhaustive and requirement-
exhaustive techniques will produce equivalent results.
The uniform-exhaustive technique attempts an assignment of the least used frequency
to each request. This concept demands that the set of frequencies available to the
assigner have already been assigned to earlier requests; however, if assignment is not
possible from the set of previously assigned frequencies then an unused frequency is
added to the pool (this must be the case for the first request considered by the assigner
in virgin spectrum).
Again, it is important to note that the colouring techniques set down by Metzger, reflec-
ted established frequency assignment procedures already used in professional practice
[19]. Metzger’s work allowed for frequency assignment problems to be defined form-
ally in graph-theoretic terms, giving precise mathematical formulations. His node-
colouring order brought about progress in the understanding of order in the frequency
assignment request queue. The results obtained by Zoellner using these techniques
show that node-colouring order gives a significant improvement in spectral efficiency
over node-degree order.
Later, in an important and often referenced paper [20], Hale extended the work signific-
antly by developing heuristic principles for frequency assignment. The paper sets out
procedures for what are now termed sequential assignment methods [21]. Specifically,
Hale set-out three components to the frequency assignment heuristic (figure 2.3) cov-
ering methods for ordering the transmitters in advance of channel assignment, methods
to select transmitters for assignment and finally, methods for channel assignment.
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Figure 2.2: Metzger’s three frequency assignment techniques
Hale’s study laid the basis for some really significant effort in academia and, despite the
development of sophisticated heuristics, the sequential frequency assignment methods
that Hale discusses are still highly relevant today in professional practice. His work is
discussed in some detail here.
Hale explains that the order of the requests as read into memory is termed the ini-
tial order. The task is to re-order the requests with respect to assignment difficulty,
a task given the designation Ordering the Transmitters (OT) by Hale (in general this
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Figure 2.3: Three components of Hale’s heuristics
thesis refers to requests but Hale refers to transmitters in place of requests). A simple
approach is to arrange the requests in decreasing order by degree, a measure of the
number of vertices in the problem requiring co-ordination with the radio under con-
sideration. This is termed the Largest First (LF) method. In graph-theoretic terms, LF
orders V in decreasing order of degree. Ties (equalities) are broken by using the initial
order i.e. if the degree of u, termed deg(u), is equal to deg(v) and u appears before v
in the initial order then u appears before v in the LF ordering of V .
The labels on the edges of the graph are its weight and the largest weight on the sub-
set of edges connecting u to all v ∈ V is the maximal weight of u. The Generalised
Largest First (GLF) technique orders the vertices of the graph by weighted degree; that
is the sum of weights on edges connecting u to all v ∈ V . Ties may be broken by
listing the vertex of largest maximal weight first and then with reference to the initial
order.
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An alternative approach to ordering the request queue, also given by Hale, is the Smal-
lest Last (SL) technique. Here, the degree of each v ∈ V is calculated, then the vertex
of smallest degree is selected and placed in the request queue. The degree of each
vertex is re-calculated at each iteration of the SL procedure so giving a different order
from LF. Ties are broken using the initial order. With the Generalised Smallest Last
(GSL) technique, we select the vertex of smallest weighted degree from V . Ties are
broken by i) selecting the vertex with smallest maximal weight and ii) using initial
order.
Hale goes on to discuss methods for Selecting the Next Transmitter (SNT) for channel
assignment. The simplest approach is termed the sequential technique which takes the
next object in the list obtained from the OT module.
Saturation degree is defined as a measure of the number of radio channels denied to
the candidate transmitter due to co-channel constraints with established assignments.
The Saturation Degree Technique (SATD) selects the transmitter with maximal satur-
ation degree from the request queue obtained from the OT module; ties are broken
with respect to the initial order. Some further refinements of this method were also
considered.
Finally, Hale considers three techniques for Selecting and Assigning a Channel:
The Smallest Acceptable (SA) technique assigns v to the smallest acceptable channel;
that is: the first channel to meet the assignment criteria when evaluating the
channel-set in ascending order from a start point where the candidate frequency
is f0.
With the Smallest Acceptable Occupied (SAO) technique, v is assigned the smallest
acceptable occupied channel where possible; else the smallest acceptable chan-
nel is assigned.
The Smallest Most Heavily Occupied (SMHO) technique assigns the smallest most
heavily occupied channel that meets the assignment criteria, but ifHOA(v) = 0,
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meaning that none of the occupied channels meet the assignment criteria, then
the smallest acceptable channel is assigned.
Hale combines the different approaches used in each module to form a set of frequency
assignment heuristics. He explains that these are used to tackle problems with the ob-
jective of minimising the order, or span of the frequency assignment, or both of these.
Hale defines the order of the assignment as the number of channels used in the assign-
ment process (really, equivalent to the chromatic number of a graph) and he explains
that span is given by the highest frequency channel used in the assignment (assuming
that the lowest frequency channel is channel 1, the extent or span of frequencies used
is easily calculated).
Hale’s paper is very focused on the practical problems faced by frequency assign-
ment engineers. His work suggests that while exact solutions are desirable from a
research perspective, heuristics are necessary in order that real-world problems can be
addressed. Even at this early stage, not all of the focus was on the spectral efficiency
gain delivered by the heuristics. Hale discusses the use of these tools and techniques to
investigate the relationship between spectral efficiency and equipment characteristics,
for example; a topic that this study has returned to.
These pioneering studies by American engineers laid the basis for a more extensive
and theoretically developed period of work in academia.
2.3 Later developments: Academia and optimisation
Later, the research effort was led by academia and by Mathematics and Computer
Science Departments in particular. The academic work has developed these studies
significantly. First of all, the FAP has been given a very precise mathematical de-
scription on the basis of a graph-theoretic analysis. Some specific problem types with
different objectives have been defined in the literature and Mathematical programming
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techniques have been used to find optimal solutions and provide benchmark solutions.
Finally, highly sophisticated heuristics and meta-heuristics have been developed. Each
of these points is elaborated on in the following subsections.
2.3.1 Mathematical description of the FAP
Many authors give a precise mathematical description of the FAP based on a graph-
theoretic analysis, see [12]. In general, with a graph-theoretic representation of the
FAP a constraint graph or interference graph G = (V,E) is specified. A set of ver-
tices V represents the radio transmitters, or communications links, in the problem
and an edge set E can be labelled precisely with the channel separation constraints,
for example, required between vertices where edge uv is labelled with the pairwise
constraint cuv associated with vertices u and v. That is, cuv is an integer specifying
the minimum number of discrete radio channels required to separate the frequency
assignments at u and v in order that harmful or excessive interference between this
pair is avoided. The frequency assignment associated with a vertex v is termed f(v)
and the set of radio channels (or frequencies) available represented, for example, by
D = {0, 1, 2, ...K}. The frequency assignment method is required to perform a map-
ping f : V Z⇒ {0, 1, 2, ...K} such that:
| f(u)− f(v) |≥ cuv (2.3)
is satisfied ∀u, v ∈ V 1.
1There is a split in the literature with respect to this labelling of the graph edges; in some cases the
constraint is specified such that:
| f(u)− f(v) |> cuv. (2.4)
.
In this study, the constraints must be resolved according to (2.3).
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There are some alternative formulations of the problem described in the literature. With
t-colouring as described in [20] and [22], for example, frequencies are assigned in order
that |f(u) − f(v)| 6= Tuv,∀uv ∈ E where Tuv is a set of tabu channel separations for
vertices u and v. This approach is useful when the assigner is required to consider
channels that must be rejected in order to avoid harmful interference from harmonic
products of the carrier centre frequency, for example. However, with fixed links, the
channel plans are specified in order that these effects are mitigated through the use of
duplex sub-bands and so t-colouring is not the most appropriate method.
2.3.2 Problem types
Variants of the FAP with different aims are described in the literature. Koster [23]
classifies models for the FAP according to the objective as follows:
• Minimum order frequency assignment: where the number of frequencies used
are minimised (in an interference free environment);
• Minimum span frequency assignment: where the difference in frequency between
the highest and lowest frequency assignment is minimised (in an interference
free environment);
• Minimum blocking frequency assignment: where the blocking probability of a
network is minimised; this can be defined as a the probability of calls being lost
in a telephone network.
• Minimum interference assignment: where some measure of the interference
present in a network is minimised.
As stated in Hurley et al [21], there are only two types of problem that are normally
considered in practice: the minimum span problem and the fixed spectrum problem.
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In general, with the minimum span problem, there is no predetermined set of frequen-
cies available to the assigner. Rather, the assigner selects frequencies from a domain
represented, for example, by the set of positive integers such that the frequency sep-
aration between the maximum frequency used fmax and the minimum frequency used
fmin is at a minimum. Therefore fmax − fmin gives the minimum span and this is
denoted by sp(G).
With the minimum interference assignment, or fixed spectrum model, the objective is to
assign frequencies from a predetermined set of frequencies {f1, f2, ..., fN} while min-
imising some measure of interference. That is, the use of a predetermined frequency
domain implies that not all of the constraints associated with a set of requests will, ne-
cessarily, be satisfied. Therefore, the objective is to run all requests while minimising
interference (for example by satisfying as many constraints as is possible).
In general, the real-world frequency assignment problem for microwave fixed links is
often a hybrid of these two models [24]. The spectrum is highly organised, often with
more than one channel raster (set of frequencies) specified per frequency band and
with requests mapped to the appropriate raster according to their bandwidth require-
ment. The aim is to resolve all requests while minimising span and satisfying all con-
straints. Generally, in professional practice, a zero-violation assignment is the required
standard; requests that fail to satisfy constraints for at least one candidate frequency
are simply rejected. Future work could include some investigation of problems where
the demand for radio frequency channels where all constraints are satisfied cannot be
satisfied.
2.4 The development of heuristics
Hale and others were clear that the ordering of requests had a significant impact on
spectral efficiency and more recent studies have confirmed this and contributed new
ideas and refinements including those completed by Hurley et al [21] who set out the
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following alternative approaches.
With Largest First 2 (LF2) the vertices of the graph are organised in decreasing order
by degree. At each iteration of the module, the vertex of greatest degree is placed
on the ordered list and then removed, together with associated edges, from the
remaining set. The degree of each remaining vertex is then re-calculated and,
again, the vertex of greatest degree selected (and placed on the LF2 ordered list).
Generalised Largest First 2 (GLF2) follows the method for LF2 but takes account of
weighted degree at each iteration of the module.
Size of Domain (SD) may be used in scenarios where a request vi has a specified
frequency domain Di. The vertices may be listed in increasing order according
to values for |Di| for all vi ∈ V . This approach allows vertices with fewer
options for frequency assignment to be considered ahead of those with a greater
number of options. This might be appropriate for fixed link problems where the
fixed link radio has a tuning range < D (the radio is unable to use all of D) or
the operator has specified a preferred channel, or channels, in the request.
While Hale developed 13 combinations of OT, SNT and SAC modules , Hurley et al
discuss the use of 48 possible combinations; they indicate that results for span are prob-
lem specific, a heuristic may perform well on one problem but not so well on another
and that running many sequential algorithms allows the user to select the best span
available. For Hurley et al a zero violation sequential assignment is a start point for
the more advanced minimum span algorithms developed in the 1990s including tabu
search and simulated annealing. These sophisticated meta-heuristics are suitable for
frequency assignment problems where the entire request queue is apparent at the out-
set and can be exposed to the meta-heuristic en bloc. For real-world problems where
a new request queue is specified each working day and each request must coordinate
with the established set of assignments with no opportunity to reassign these estab-
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lished requests, professional practice continues to makes use of sequential assignment
algorithms.
2.5 Mathematical programming techniques
Mathematical programming formulations give a more formal interpretation of the FAP.
Integer Programming (IP) is used widely in academia and industry to formulate engin-
eering and operations problems [25]. These IP formulations are highly standardised
and, in general, the aim is to find values for decision variables while maximising or
minimising an objective function whilst satisfying a set of linear constraints. The pro-
gram is integer when one or more of the variables must be assigned integer values.
Although programming is used here to mean planning rather than the drafting of soft-
ware code, IP formulations can be coded and exposed to solvers; these are software
tools designed specifically to solve IP formulations of problems. Aadal et al [12] set
out an excellent explanation of an IP formulation for the Minimum Span Problem,
which is reproduced here.
If Zmax is the largest frequency used and Zmin the smallest, then the objective function
is to minimise the difference between this pair while satisfying all frequency assign-
ment requests and all constraints. The highest available frequency is denoted by fmax
and chosen to be much larger than needed.
The studies are often focused on problems where more than one frequency assignment
is required at the vertices of the graph. This can be modelled using a multiplicity
constraint, m(u), where m(u) = 1 for problems where a single frequency assignment
is required at each u ∈ V .
These frequency assignments are constrained by interference between vertices and pen-
alty matrices, denoted by Puv (e.g. radio interference between u and v), are used in
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conjunction with a pre-determined threshold, Pmax, to ensure that the frequency as-
signments respect pairwise constraints.
Let f ∈ F denote a frequency from the set of frequencies available to the assigner and
let f ∈ F (u) denote the set of frequencies that can be used with request u. Then the
decision variables xvf and yf can be defined as follows:
xuf =
 1 if f ∈ F (u) is assigned to u0 otherwise
yf =
 1 if f ∈ F is used0 otherwise
and a formulation for the minimum span problem can be set out:
Min zmax − zmin (2.5)
subject to
∑
f∈F (u)
xuf = m(u) ∀u ∈ V (2.6)
xuf + xvg ≤ 1 (2.7)
∀u, v ∈ E, f, g ∈ F, Puv > Pmax
zmax ≥ fyf ∀f ∈ F (2.8)
zmin ≤ fyf + fmax(1− yf ) ∀f ∈ F (2.9)
xuf ≤ yf ∀u ∈ V, f ∈ F (u) (2.10)
xuf ∈ {0, 1} ∀u ∈ V, f ∈ F (2.11)
yf ∈ {0, 1} ∀f ∈ F (2.12)
(2.5) is the objective function: to minimise the span of frequencies used. (2.6) ensures
that m(u) frequencies are assigned to u. (2.7) ensures that, where there is an edge
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joining u and v, frequency assignments are constrained in order that the threshold
Pmax is respected. xuf + xvg > 1 if frequencies f and g are assigned to this pair; the
constraint blocks at least one of these assignments in cases where Puv > Pmax. (2.8)
ensures that Zmax is greater than or equal to fyf . If f is unused then yf = 0, fyf = 0
and Zmax > 0. If f is assigned to a vertex then yf = 1, fyf = f and Zmax ≥ f .
(2.9) If f is assigned to a vertex then Zmin ≤ f but if f is unused then fyf = 0 and
the constraint reduces to the trivial Zmin ≤ fmax. (2.10) If xuf = 1 then yf = 1 and
xuf = yf . If xuf = 0 (f is not assigned to u) and yf = 1 (f is assigned to some other
u ∈ V ) then xuf < yf . (2.11) and (2.12) specify values of 1 or 0 for the decision
variables xuf and yf .
2.6 Professional practice
In this section we review the methods used in professional practice with particular
focus on the approach taken by Ofcom2 in the UK.
2.6.1 Some definitions
Some definitions of the radio system and planning parameters used in the frequency
assignment process are set-out here. See [26] for a comprehensive description of the
noise-limited frequency assignment methodology.
A link-end is one end of a fixed link. Each link-end is associated with an item of radio
equipment and an antenna. Because the two link-ends on a link radiate power at dif-
ferent frequencies, the assigner must consider interference sourced from and incident
to both link-ends.
If a fixed link is viewed from the perspective of one of its link-ends, the second link-
end is often referred to as the distant-end (in classical telecommunications engineering
2Office of Communications; the UK regulatory body responsible for radio spectrum management.
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terminology).
A request is an application for frequency assignment defined in technical terms. In
a classical engineering model of the radio interference environment, the request is a
fixed link with two link-ends. In a graph-theoretic model of the radio interference
environment, the request is represented by a vertex of the graph.
The Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) is the signal power radiated from
one end of a fixed link via an antenna and normally expressed in dBW . In the UK,
the frequency assignment process includes an EIRP assignment where the minimum
EIRP required to resolve the link’s planning objectives is calculated using procedures
set out in ITU-R Recommendation P.530 [27]. This is considered to be a spectrally
efficient approach, since higher radiated power levels (assigned or selected arbitrarily)
would result in lower frequency re-use across the spectrum space.
The following definitions for the various signal levels, including noise, and ratios of
these signal levels seen from the perspective of the receiver, are illustrated in Figure
2.4 which, without any loss of generality, sets out a noise-interference budget.
The Receiver Sensitivity Level (RSL), denoted byRref in Figure 2.4, specified in dBW ,
is the minimum wanted signal required at the receiver for normal operations. This value
is normally associated with a Bit Error Rate of 10−6 and is the start point for calculation
of EIRP at the distant-end of the fixed link i.e. at the other end of the fixed link.
Fade Margin M is the margin (in dB) added to RSL to give a median wanted signal
level Rmed (dBW ). M protects the fixed link from fading due to precipitation and
multi-path effects and there are well established semi-empirical propagation models
that allow for a very precise calculation. M is dependent on the operator’s propagation
availability requirement, this parameter is denoted here byA and is normally expressed
as the percentage of time in a year that the radio link will operate without experiencing
outage; 99.99% is a typical availability requirement. In practical terms, this means that
the link is planned such that wanted signal levels can be expected to fall below RSL
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Figure 2.4: Generalised noise-interference budget
for just 0.01% of time. A Minimum Fade Margin may be used where it is desirable
that a minimum Rmed value associated with some bit error rate < 10−6 is supported
during normal operations. Use of a Minimum Fade Margin is appropriate on shorter
link paths.
The carrier-to-noise plus aggregate interference ratio C/(N + ΣI) is fundamental to
the modulation scheme used by the radio system and describes the minimum distance
required between wanted signal levels and noise at the receiver for error-free operation.
This ratio is more commonly referred to in the literature as signal-to-noise S/N but
C/(N+ΣI) is a more accurate notation when we account for degradation of noise due
to interference. The noise plus aggregate interference threshold is denoted by N + ΣI .
kTB (dBW) denotes the noise present in the receiver bandwidth where k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is temperature expressed in degrees Kelvin and B is the bandwidth of the
radio system. A radio system’s Noise FigureNF is the thermal noise attributable to the
radio equipment and fixed system losses L are losses that can be modelled as noise e.g.
branching losses (branching allows for signals to be split and directed along alternative
waveguide paths). The total noise allowance N is the sum of these contributions.
Degradation of N due to the aggregate effects of interference can be accounted for by
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setting an interference margin MI ; this parameter is often set equal to 1 dB in a noise-
limited planning environment. A 1 dB degradation of N accounts for an aggregate
interference ΣI that is 5.9 dB below N .
IT is the threshold for single-entry interference (a single source of interference); this
threshold is set according to some assumptions as to the number of equal single-entry
interferers contributing to ΣI .
Finally, the wanted-to-unwanted ratio W/U compares the wanted (desirable) signal
and unwanted interference from some distant transmitter in the spectrum space.
2.6.2 A strategic approach to frequency assignment
Here, aspects of professional practice in the UK are discussed where, in general, Ofcom
(Office of Communications) are responsible for frequency assignments in the fixed link
frequency bands.
In most frequency bands, the assigner operates in a multi-raster environment. That
is, frequencies are assigned from more than one set of radio channels, each with a
different channel spacing but all sharing the same spectrum space. With modern plans,
these rasters tend to be subdivided such that one 56 MHz channel corresponds to two
28 MHz channels, four 14 MHz channels and so on, see [28] (used in this study),
for example. Assignments on the higher rasters (with larger channel spacings) can
often dominate the span of a frequency assignment [13], no matter how much effort is
applied to requests on lower rasters.
These channel plans are designed to support Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) work-
ing where two duplex sub-bands are defined. This allows for a duplex channel to be
assigned to a request such that the two transmitters on a fixed link operate at frequen-
cies with a constant frequency separation known as duplex spacing. This mitigates any
potential for self-interference at a link-end (the radiated signal at a link-end will not
cause harmful interference at its own receiver). A hypothetical FDD plan is illustrated
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Figure 2.5: Hypothetical FDD plan
in Figure 2.5. This shows how a duplex channel is actually two radio channels sep-
arated by the duplex spacing. A Centre Guard Band ensures that the duplex spacing
between the complimentary channels, f1 and f1′ for example, is correct.
Clearly, the use of FDD plans implies that the span of frequencies required to support a
network frequency assignment is doubled when both duplex sub bands are considered.
If all links are two-way (the link is transmitting and receiving signals at both link-ends)
then the span of frequencies utilised in the two duplex sub-bands are exactly equal.
In professional practice, an objective analysis of the fixed links frequency assignment
problem, where the assigner sets out to obtain an optimal frequency assignment for the
entire set of links, is not possible [24]. Rather, the assigner is required to process the
request queue one request at a time. The queue is regularly updated with new requests,
quite possibly every working day in the more popular frequency bands. The problem is
to process the request queue, co-ordinating each candidate link with the established set
of frequency assignments. The assigner has no advance knowledge of how the request
queue will develop.
Historically, this scenario has resulted in engineers taking a strategic view of the fre-
quency assignment problem rather than focusing on the development of algorithms that
deliver optimal solutions. In the UK, a sequential frequency assignment algorithm is
used [4]. For a request, the algorithm works up-band from the smallest frequency, as-
signing the first frequency that meets the assignment criteria (the specific conditions
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required in the interference environment such that a designated radio channel may be
utilised by the candidate fixed link). This approach corresponds exactly to the fre-
quency exhaustive technique set-out by Metzger and discussed in Zoellner’s paper [19]
and has the effect of packing assignments towards the lower bound of the frequency
band; as discussed in Section 2.1 of the literature review, this is sometimes referred to
as low-end packing [14].
If this method is followed strictly then, in the earlier stages of band exploitation, the
channels towards the upper bound of the frequency band are subject to lower reuse or
are unassigned, so reserving contiguous spectrum for future deployments and possibly
alternative use. Efficient packing increases the possibility that future demand will be
met.
However, this approach is complicated in some bands and with some radio equipment
because of tuning issues. The radios may only tune to a sub-band of the frequency
band or, with some legacy equipment, may even be tuned to a specific channel. Mod-
ern equipment, however, is easily tunable across a number of frequency bands and
from remote locations; a development that could lead to a more flexible interference
environment in the future.
In order to ensure a fair approach, requests must be processed in the order that they are
received. The software and protocols used in professional practice will normally allow
for a single request to be processed at a time in the frequency band under consideration;
this is in order to avoid contention between requests under process.
In effect, the assigner’s objective is to resolve all requests while maximising packing;
that is, to maximise re-use on the frequencies already assigned and minimise the span
of frequencies used. In practice, with the well established frequency bands, it is nearly
always the case that all frequencies are utilised, most likely with higher re-use towards
the band’s lower bound.
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2.6.3 Soft Boundary Frequency Assignment
A variant of the frequency assignment method is Soft Boundary Frequency Assignment
(SBFA) used by Ofcom in the 18 GHz frequency band [3], [4]. Here, the objective
is to allow distinct communities of frequency assignments to develop in the spectrum
space. Specifically, the aim is to mitigate the inequalities that exist between lower and
higher-order modulation radio systems by maintaining a frequency separation between
them.
The sequential algorithm has alternative start points in the band and works up-band or
down-band in order that the search for an assignable channel facilitates the separation,
in frequency, of radio system types. The method is Soft Boundary because there is no
formal segmentation of the band; that is, there is an expectation that the communities
of links will blend at some point.
If an abstract theoretical interference path is considered where an interferer u with
radio equipment s selected must coordinate with a victim v using radio equipment t,
then a loss objective on the interference path can be determined using:
Lobj(
u,v
s,t ) = RSL(
u
s )− IT (vt ). (2.13)
This equation delivers a loss objective based on radio system parameters, neglecting
real-world planning considerations. In the frequency assignment procedure, theEIRP
required at the link-end is calculated using the RSL at the distant-end of the link as a
start point and taking account of all gains and losses on the wanted path. On this basis,
the interferer is characterised here using the receiver parameter RSL. When calculat-
ing interference, the key parameter at the victim receiver is the single-entry interference
threshold IT and this is the parameter used to characterise the victim receiver here.
Using this approach, the somewhat abstract loss objective Lobj(
u,v
s,t ) can be determined
for any pair of radio system types at the two ends of a theoretical interference path and
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the difference between any pair easily be calculated using:
∆Lobj = |Lobj(u,vs,t )− Lobj(u,vs,s )|. (2.14)
While this level of abstraction means that Lobj(
u,v
s,t ) is unrealistic, the value ∆Lobj is a
precise measure of inequality between radio system parameters and this is unaffected
if real-world planning considerations are accounted for.
Applying this analysis to a model where a radio system is paired with all other radio
system types, the hardest objective for each radio system type on the theoretical inter-
ference path can be calculated. It is then apparent that separation of system types in the
spectrum space allows for a relaxation of the hardest objective for a sub-set of radio
systems.
This approach is relevant to the study, since the fundamental question is one of in-
equalities between radio system types and the effect on frequency assignment diffi-
culty. SBFA aims to mitigate inequalities in the spectrum space and while Ofcom has
formalised this strategy, the approach was well understood by some radio engineers
beforehand and SBFA was inspired by a variant of this procedure that had been used
by British Telecom’s radio engineers previously.
2.6.4 Frequency assignment criteria
Each request is assigned a frequency when a predetermined set of conditions in the
interference environment are satisfied. Specifically, frequency assignment criteria that
protects receivers from excess interference are satisfied. In the UK, a classical noise-
limited frequency assignment methodology is employed [4].
Here a derivation of the wanted-to-unwanted W/U ratio specified in the frequency
assignment criteria is given. The diagram in Figure 2.6 is an example of a noise-
interference budget that illustrates the method. Fixed link radio systems can be de-
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Figure 2.6: Example of a system specific noise-interference budget
scribed using the syntax Mbit/s in MHz and this example budget is for a 34 in 14
system.
A noise-interference budget can be constructed for a particular radio system by first of
all sourcing RSL and C/(N + ΣI) from the regulatory literature [2], [5]. Subtracting
C/(N + ΣI) from RSL gives a value for N + ΣI . In general, a 1 dB interference
margin, MI is used and subtracting MI from N + ΣI gives the total Noise allowance
N . Figure 2.6 shows how N accommodates the Noise Figure NF of the radio and
fixed system losses L, in addition to the fundamental noise level in the the radio channel
kTB. When N is subtracted from N + ΣI , a value for ΣI is obtained:
ΣI = 10log(10((N+ΣI)/10) − 10(N/10)). (2.15)
The value n is set such that a specified number of single-entry interferers contribute to
ΣI and then IT may be calculated using:
IT = 10log
(
10(ΣI/10)
n
)
. (2.16)
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In the UK, Ofcom has recently revised all of the frequency assignment criteria, setting
n = 4 for all fixed link radio system types [4].
The wanted-to-unwanted ratio W/U is obtained by RSL − IT . This is the ratio, in
decibels, of the wanted signal carrier, represented here in its fully-faded condition by
RSL, to single-entry interference.
The derived W/U values are used in subsequent frequency assignment procedures.
Modelling interference from a request to each transceiver in the interference envir-
onment and vice versa; a W/U must be satisfied at each receiver in the interference
environment in order for the frequency under test to be assigned to the request.
Ofcom specify two interference tests, for long- and short-term interference scenarios.
The first test, W/U Test 1, models long-term interference and W/U is applied to the
RSL value as indicated in the derivation. Here the median interferer incident to the
victim receiver is modelled using ITU-R Recommendation P.452 [29]; that is, the in-
terfering signal level exceeded for 50% of time. This interfering signal level must be
at least W/U below the fully faded wanted signal, represented by RSL.
In W/U Test 2, the short-term interference is modelled and the enhanced interferer
must be at least W/U below the median wanted signal; this is the unfaded wanted
signal level given by RSL+M and the enhanced interferer is the signal exceeded for
p% of time where p = 100− A at the victim receiver.
It is well understood that interference has an aggregate effect at the victim receiver
[30]. However, modelling aggregate interference is complex and the reasoning behind
the classical noise-limited approach or any method where the single-entry interferer
is considered, is that individual sources of interference are maintained at or below
thresholds such that the aggregate effects are acceptable [31].
There is some discussion in the literature of interference limited frequency assignment
criteria [32], [26]. An interference limited approach is characterised by MI > 3 dB,
meaning that ΣI > N . If MI is increased, a higher-level of interference is acceptable
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at the victim receiver, so reducingW/U . However, each increase inMI increasesRSL
by an equal amount, since the core C/(N + ΣI) must be maintained.
This study has adopted the single-entry interference thresholds associated with W/U
Test 1. Because these investigations are abstracted from real-world problems and are
entirely focused on the mitigation of inequalities in the radio interference environment
using graph-theoretic methods, the study has not set out to reproduce all of the tools or
methods used in professional practice (or in a particular frequency assignment system).
The definitions and explanations here are the basis for an analysis of inequalities
between radio system types and the development of algorithms that will select equip-
ment in a spectrally efficient manner.
2.6.5 Improving spectral efficiency in professional practice
The frequency assignment procedures used in professional practice are underpinned by
classical radio engineering and the efforts applied to improving spectral efficiency can
be divided into three areas.
In one area, design and manufacturing effort is being applied to the development of
radio equipment with ever higher orders of modulation and so, transmission efficiency;
however, there is very little contemporary discussion of the trade-off between these
higher-orders of modulation and assignment difficulty. Efforts are also applied to the
design of more efficient, higher-performance, parabolic antennas.
The second area is propagation modelling. Here, considerable expertise is employed in
the development of radio propagation models. Through refinement of ITU-R Recom-
mendation P.530, planning engineers are able, with some confidence, to run procedures
that calculate the minimum EIRP required to resolve the fixed link. This means that
radiated power can be limited to the levels necessary for successful radio communica-
tions, without the use of excessive margins. Likewise, the efforts that are applied to the
development of ITU-R Recommendation P.452 allow for signal losses to be modelled
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on the radio interference path much greater than those given by the free space path
loss model. This allows for the modelling of non-conservative interfering signal levels
incident to the victim receiver, so increasing the possibility that W/U will be satisfied.
A third area is the development of spectrally efficient frequency assignment criteria.
Here, efforts have been made to study and implement new criteria and this work con-
tinues.
These efforts by professional radio engineers are absolutely necessary as the commu-
nications environment moves towards a scenario where radio solutions are ubiquitous,
but there is very clearly a gap in the contemporary literature. While academia has
developed highly sophisticated algorithms in the recent period and an extensive literat-
ure on the FAP, there has been very little input or engagement with these ideas by the
professional radio engineering community.
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Chapter 3
The Fixed Links Frequency
Assignment Problem with Equipment
Selection
This chapter formulates a mathematical description of the fixed links frequency as-
signment problem with equipment selection. This includes consideration of practical
engineering constraints, an analysis grounded in graph theory and the formulation of
an Integer Program for the minimum span problem for fixed links accommodating ra-
dio equipment selection.
3.1 Problem formulation
Using a graph theoretic approach, it is possible to model fixed links as a set of vertices
in a constraint graph where the potential for interference between these links is rep-
resented by the weighted edges of the graph. For the assigner, a vertex is an object in
the request queue. Each vertex will be required to carry telecommunications between
its link-ends and the data-rate specified at a vertex determines which radio equipment
options and frequencies are available to the assigner.
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3.1.1 Radio Frequency Channels and Radio System Types
Definition 1. Let G = (V,E) be a constraint graph. Let V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} rep-
resent a set of fixed link frequency assignment requests, where each request v ∈ V has
a data rate requirement d(v) defined. Let E be the set of weighted edges representing
interference paths between requests.
A frequency assignment is a mapping of the request queue to the set of frequencies
available.
Definition 2. Let F represent the total set of channels available to the network. Then
a frequency assignment for the entire request queue is a mapping: f : V 7→ F .
Frequency and channel are often used interchangeably by the assigner but radio chan-
nels can vary in bandwidth and a precise definition of the channel is given here.
Definition 3. For a given radio frequency channel with carrier centre frequency f ,
let fmax denote the upper limit of the radio frequency channel (in MHz) and let fmin
denote the lower limit. Then for radio frequency channels of bandwidth b MHz:
fmax = f +
b
2
, (3.1)
fmin = f − b
2
, (3.2)
There is often reference to scenarios where radios are co-frequency or co-channel;
these terms are also somewhat interchangeable but a precise definition is useful.
Definition 4. Let a request u be assigned a frequency f(u) and let a request v be
assigned a frequency f(v). Then u and v are co-frequency when f(u) = f(v). Then
if u also operates in a radio channel with a bandwidth b(u) and v operates in channel
with bandwidth b(v) and b(u) = b(v) then u and v are co-channel.
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In general, frequency assignments for fixed links are made using highly structured
channel plans. A raster is a set of radio frequency channels with a common bandwidth
b. Modern channel plans will often specify more than one available raster and, when
this is the case, the assigner may be said to operate in a multi-raster environment.
The approach taken by the study to using channel plans is consistent with ITU literature
and professional practice. Without any loss of generality, the study has considered the
appropriate ITU structured channel plan in this study. Access to a specific raster is
determined by the data-rate and radio system specified for the fixed link. That is, the
data-rate on the link and the modulation scheme used by the radio equipment determine
a bandwidth requirement that can be satisfied by exactly one raster.
Definition 5. Let ri = {f bi1 , f bi2 , . . . , f bi|ri|} denote a raster of radio frequency chan-
nels with bandwidth bi. Let a channel plan be an arrangement of n channel rasters
{r1, r2, ...rn} in the spectrum space such that bi = 2 · b(i−1) for i = {2, 3, . . . , n}.
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic for a hypothetical subdivided channel plan showing
just one duplex sub-band for illustration. This plan supports four channel rasters
{r1, . . . , r4} where each raster ri is a set of radio frequency channels defined by their
carrier centre frequencies. The bandwidth of a channel on raster ri is indicated and is
denoted by bi. The arrows in the schematic indicate the position of the carrier centre
frequency f for each radio channel. Clearly, the radio channels are clearly defined by
lower and upper limits.
An important observation from Figure 3.1 is that radio systems operating on alternative
rasters cannot be co-frequency; there is a minimum separation between the carrier
frequencies f and g of systems operating on rasters ri and rj when bi > bj . Then the
minimum frequency separation between these assignments is given by:
Min
f∈ri,g∈rj
|f − g| = bj/2, (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Example of a sub-divided channel plan
while for radios systems operating on the same raster:
Min
f,g∈ri
|f − g| = 0. (3.4)
When requests on alternative rasters are subject to the minimum frequency separation
given by (3.3), we say that they are near co-channel.
Definition 6. Let u be a request operating on raster ri i.e. f(u) ∈ ri and v a request
operating on raster rj (where f(v) ∈ rj). Then if bi > bj and |f(u) − f(v)| = bj/2
then u and v are near co-channel.
In this formulation of the fixed links frequency assignment problem, it is assumed that
d(v) can be resolved by exactly two radio systems, one using a relatively lower- and one
a relatively higher-order modulation scheme; these two systems operate on adjacent
rasters. The more general case (where more than two radio systems are available) is a
trivial extension.
Definition 7. Let S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm} be the set of radio systems available, where
system si supports a data rateD(si) and F si is the set of radio frequency channels that
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can be used with system si, with each channel defined by its carrier centre frequency,
f . Hence F = F s1 ∪ F s2 ∪ · · · ∪ F sm represents the total set of channels available to
the network.
Let F (v) ⊆ F be the set of channels that can be assigned to link v in order to satisfy
the required data rate d(v), such that:
F (v) =
⋃
s∈S
D(s)=d(v)
F s. (3.5)
In this study the request’s data-rate requirement is constrained to be satisfied exactly
but other formulations of the problem could be investigated. It would be possible,
for example, to assign any radio system to a request that either satisfied the data-rate
requirement exactly or exceeded this such that:
F (v) =
⋃
s∈S
D(s)≥d(v)
F s. (3.6)
However, this is not considered viable from the spectral efficiency point of view be-
cause systems able to support larger data-rates would require larger C/(N+ΣI) ratios
and so larger RSL and lower IT values. They would be more potent interferers and
would present a greater challenge to distant interferers.
3.1.2 Constraint Generation
In common with the majority of the frequency assignment literature, see [12] and [23]
for example, the potential for links to cause interference is expressed through pairwise
separation constraints, however here they also need to take into account the modulation
used.
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Definition 8. For a pair of fixed links u, v ∈ V making use of radio systems s, t ∈ S,
let Cu,vs,t (in MHz) denote the smallest value such that if u is assigned a channel with
centre frequency f ∈ F s and v is assigned a channel with centre frequency g ∈ F t and
|f − g| ≥ Cu,vs,t , (3.7)
then the interference between the two links is acceptable in both directions and at all
receivers.
These constraints can be generated in a variety of ways to reflect different published
assignment criteria such as those used by Ofcom in the UK [4]. Without any loss of
generality, a technique can be used that requires the calculation of excess interference
for each pair of requests with the assumption that they are tuned co-channel or near
co-channel. These excess interference values can then be mapped to pairwise separ-
ation constraints. Since there are two possible equipment selections for each request,
each edge in the graph will require four such constraints. Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4
specify how these constraints are generated in this thesis using conventional spectrum
engineering techniques.
3.1.3 Calculating excess interference
In professional frequency assignment procedures, excess interference is the proportion
of interfering signal power incident to a receiver that is above the interference threshold
specified for the receiver.
Definition 9. Excess interference, denoted by euv and expressed in dBW, is defined as
the difference between the calculated interfering signal power ICuv incident to a link-end
of request u sourced from a link-end at interferer v and the single-entry interference
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threshold IT (s) specified at u and associated with radio system s, where:
ICuv = EIRPv −D(θ)v − 20 · log(4pir/λ) +Gu −D(θ)u, (3.8)
and EIRPv is radiated power at the interference source, D(θ)v and D(θ)u are the
antenna discrimination available at the two ends of the interference path and Gu is the
boresight gain at the victim antenna.
Then euv is given by:
euv = IT (s)− ICuv. (3.9)
In order to determine values for euv at each edge-end in G, the Equivalent Isotropic
Radiated Power (EIRP) required at the two link-ends on each v ∈ V is calculated.
The Receiver Sensitivity Level (RSL) at a receiver is the minimum wanted signal level
required to support a specified Bit Error Rate (BER); often an RSL for BER = 10−6 is
used in practical planning applications.
Definition 10. Let RSL(s) be the receiver sensitivity level associated with radio sys-
tem s. Using RSL(s) at the distant-end of the link as a start point, calculate the EIRP
required at each link-end, for all of the radio equipment types available:
EIRP = RSL(s)distant−end −Gu + 20 · log(4pir/λ) +M, (3.10)
where Gu is the antenna gain available at the distant-end of the link, the log term
describes free space path loss, r is path length, λ is the wavelength of the radio sig-
nal and M is the fade margin required to combat signal attenuation due to rain and
atmospheric losses
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Figure 3.2: Example interference geometry
Once the EIRP values are determined for each link-end in the problem, the interfer-
ence incident to a link-end from each link-end transmitting in the same duplex sub-
band is calculated using (3.8). Figure 3.2 shows a simple interference scenario where
a link-end at u is a victim of interference sourced from a link-end at v.
Table 3.1 sets out a calculation for the signal on the interference path. Here, the inter-
ferer radiates at -40.43 dBW on boresight (delivering a wanted signal to the the distant
end of its own path). Antenna discrimination at the interference source D(θ)v reduces
the signal power incident to the interference path by 10 dB. Assuming a line-of-sight
interference path of 0.7 km and an operational frequency of 38 GHz, a value of 120.94
dB free space path loss is calculated. The victim link-end at u has an antenna gain of
40 dB on boresight which can be adjusted by taking account of the antenna discrim-
ination D(θ)u of 17 dB available at the incident angle. The sum of interfering signal
power incident to the link-end at u is -148.36 dBW.
Fixed links are normally two-way connections and on this basis fixed service channel
plans specify duplex radio channels; [28] details the 38 GHz plan used by the tele-
communications industry throughout Europe and in our study, supporting Frequency
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parameter units value
EIRPv dBW -40.43
D(θ)v dB 10
r km 0.7
f GHz 38
λ metres 0.00789
fspl dB 120.94
Gu dB 40
D(θ)u dB 17
ICuv dBW -148.36
Table 3.1: Interference calculations
Division Duplex (FDD) working. With FDD, the transmitter at one end of the mi-
crowave link uses a frequency from a lower duplex channel set while the transmitter
at the distant end of the link utilises the complementary channel from an upper duplex
set, or vice versa. Therefore, each raster on the channel plan has two duplex sub-bands.
Definition 11. Let Fsub−low denote a lower-duplex sub-band on some channel raster
and let Fsub−upper denote the upper-duplex sub-band. Then, if fn ∈ Fsub−low is a
frequency in the lower sub-band and fn′ ∈ Fsub−upper is the complimentary channel in
the upper-duplex sub-band, the duplex spacing Sd expressed in MHz can be calculated
using:
Sd = |fn − fn′ |, (3.11)
for any duplex channel on the raster.
The duplex spacing ensures that a receiver tuned to fn and co-sited with a transmitter
radiating at fn′ will not be a victim of harmful interference.
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Figure 3.3: Interference between fixed links u and v
Figure 3.3 shows a diagram where the solid lines represent fixed links and the dashed
lines illustrate interference paths between link-ends with the arrows pointing away
from the source of interference.
Request v is the source of two interferers incident to u and vice versa; on this basis
the magnitude of excess interference incident to u via both interference paths is calcu-
lated when u and v are tuned co-channel or near co-channel if operating on alternative
rasters. The worst-case interference sourced from v and incident to u is calculated.
Definition 12. Let the link-ends on requests u and v be denoted by ua, ub, va, vb. If
f is the frequency assigned to u and g is the frequency assigned to v, let |f − g| be
minimal and let the excess interference at these link-ends be calculated using equation
(8) and be denoted by e←−ua,vb , e
−→
ua,vb
, e←−ub,va and e
−→
ub,va
with arrows pointing away from the
source of interference and towards the victim link-end. Let the worst-case interference
incident to u and sourced from v be determined using:
e←uv = Max(e
←−
ua,vb
, e←−ub,va). (3.12)
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and similarly
e→uv = Max(e
−→
ua,vb
, e−→ub,va). (3.13)
In this model of the radio interference environment, interference between every pair
of requests is calculated using this approach, obtaining the most potent single-entry
interference incident to u and sourced from v, for all v ∈ V that are constrained with
u.
3.1.4 Calculating the frequency separation constraint
Having obtained e←uv and e
→
uv for co-channel and near co-channel scenarios, the min-
imum frequency separation required between frequency assignments for u and v can
be calculated using a conventional engineering approach described here. The aim is
to arrive at a single worst-case value that can be utilised in the frequency assignment
procedures, where just one constraint is required for each edge uv ∈ E, ensuring that
all excess interference is accounted for when these constraints are satisfied.
Net Filter Discrimination (NFD) is the discrimination available at a victim receiver
when the interfering transmitter is offset in frequency. The interferer is characterised
using the Out-of-Band (OOB) masks specified in the ETSI equipment standards [5] and
there are well established methods for deriving the receiver characteristic [33]. These
OOB masks describe the performance of the transmitter and receiver at frequencies
adjacent to the carrier. ETSI define OOB masks that extend two and a half times the
bandwidth of the radio system, either side of the carrier.
Figure 3.4 shows an example OOB transmitter mask from the ETSI equipment standard
and a derived OOB receiver mask. The masks are defined in the frequency domain and
the x-axis shows a measure of frequency offset (in MHz) from the carrier frequency
at the very centre of the mask. These example masks are for a 34 in 14 radio system
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and the OOB domain extends 35 MHz (two and a half times the channel bandwidth)
either side of the carrier. The y-axis denotes attenuation in dB relative to carrier signal
power. Therefore the mask segment that extends over the bandwidth of the 34 in 14
radio system has zero attenuation; as the mask extends into adjacent channels, really
significant attenuation of signal power is observed until, finally, the mask levels-off to
a constant noise level.
The receiver OOB masks are not specified in the manufacturing standards but a simple
derivation is possible where the first significant roll-off on the transmitter OOB mask
is extended to the noise floor; otherwise, the receiver mask is identical to the transmit-
ter mask. In practical calculations, often the transmitter mask is used to model both
transmitter and receiver since these adjustments have a marginal effect.
The transmitter masks are specified by ETSI in order that emissions in the frequency
domain are highly regulated and these masks, together with the derived receiver mask
can be used by assigners to calculate NFD without any loss of generality (that is,
without any knowledge of specific deployments or radiated power levels).
Definition 13. Let f be the carrier centre frequency of a radio frequency channel and
let b be the bandwidth in MHz of the system. Then let the extent of the radio system’s
Out-of-Band frequency domain be defined by lower and upper bounds:
f lowerOOB = f − 2.5 · b, (3.14)
fupperOOB = f + 2.5 · b. (3.15)
The OOB masks can be sampled using numerical methods where contributions from
both masks are summed when convoluted in the frequency domain. The convolution is
performed using discrete frequency separations between the carrier centre frequencies
positioned at the centre of each mask and each of these is a step in the convolution
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Figure 3.4: Out-of-Band masks for a 34 in 14 radio system
process. At each step, the assigner obtains a ratio of the sum of contributions in a co-
frequency scenario and in a offset scenario. It should be noted that the co-frequency
configuration will not respect raster organisation when the interferer and victim operate
on alternative rasters but this reference point is required to calculate the NFD available
from the discreet frequency offsets specified in the channel plan.
Definition 14. Let Ri denote the ith sample from a victim receiver’s OOB mask and let
T coi denote the ith sample of the unwanted transmitter’s OOB mask tuned co-frequency
with the receiver. Let T (co−k·s)i denote a sample from the interferer’s OOB mask incid-
ent to the receiver’s OOB domain when the interferer is offset k steps. Let s denote
the step size between the carrier centre frequencies of the interferer and victim. If the
interferer has a bandwidth bp and the victim has a bandwidth bq and p 6= q:
s =

Min(bp,bq)
2
if k = 0
Min(bp, bq) otherwise
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and if both interferer and victim operate on a raster rp:
s =
 0 if k = 0bp otherwise
k is a function of the two OOB masks and the number of steps required to achieve a
complete separation of these masks in the frequency domain. NFD is calculated for
k = 0, 1, ..., K steps and i = 1, 2, ..., n samples using:
NFDk = 10 · log

n∑
i=1
10(T
co
i +Ri)/10
n∑
i=1
10(T
(co−k·s)
i +Ri)/10
 (3.16)
Figure 3.5 shows a receiver OOB mask and a transmitter OOB mask located in the
receiver’s first adjacent channel. Here, it can be seen that NFD is very significant
because only a segment of the interferer’s mask falls within the bandwidth of the victim
receiver. In fact, 19.28 dB of NFD is obtained in this scenario.
In a practical implementation a simple Bandwidth Correction Factor might also be
specified, allowing for the bandwidth advantage (discrimination) to be modelled at a
receiver bp that is a victim of interference sourced from an interferer with bandwidth
bq and q > p.
Having constructed a look-up table of the NFD available for each non-trivial discrete
separation in frequency between u and v, the excess values are mapped to channel
separation constraints for each pair of radio system types covering scenarios where
each radio system is considered both as a victim and as an interferer.
Definition 15. Let the NFD available at step k in the calculation process be denoted
by NFDk. For each step k = {0, 1, ..., K} let k be the designation for a bin of
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Figure 3.5: Offset interferer and victim receiver
bandwidth b. Let each bin be defined by an interval such that a one-to-one mapping of
−euv 7→ NFD is possible and the intervals are given by:
[0, NFDk],when k = 0 (3.17)
(NFDk−1, NFDk],when k > 0. (3.18)
Therefore, euv sits within a bin k of bandwidth b which is easily mapped to a channel
separation constraint expressed in MHz, since, for a scenario where bp = bq:
Cu,vs,t = k · bq, (3.19)
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Figure 3.6: Required channel separations as a function of excess interference for
s =8 in 3.5.
and for a like-to-unlike scenario where bp 6= bq and p > q
Cu,vs,t = k · bq + bq/2. (3.20)
Figure 3.6 shows an example graph of Cu,vs,t as a function of euv. Using the syntax
Mbit/s in MHz to describe the data-rate and bandwidth of the radio system types for
two scenarios:
• a like-to-like case where the wanted and unwanted systems, s and t, are both 8
in 3.5 (higher-order modulation)
• a like-to-unlike case where the wanted system, s, is 8 in 3.5 (higher-order mod-
ulation) and the unwanted, t, is 8 in 7 (lower-order modulation).
It can be seen that the two functions depicted in the graph are monotonically non-
decreasing and that non-uniform gaps persist between them. The non-decreasing fea-
tures of each function indicate the range of excess values accommodated by bin k in the
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convolution process. The slopes on each function are the jump from one discreet chan-
nel separation to the next; these always extend exactly 3.5 MHz in the y-axis except
where the like-to-unlike systems are near co-channel; in this case a minimum channel
separation constraint of 1.75 MHz applies. The non-uniform separation between func-
tions is explained by the different shapes of the spectrum masks used in the numerical
analysis. When the wanted system s = 8 in 3.5 and the unwanted system t = 8 in 7,
around 3 dB of excess interference can be accommodated by the minimum frequency
separation between the carriers. For higher excess values, the like-to-unlike problem
demands a greater frequency separation than the like-to-like.
The discipline of the duplex channel plan ensures that f(ub) = f(ua) + Sd and when
the frequency assignment for the most potent interference scenario between u and v
satisfies |f(ua)− f(vb)| ≥ Cu,vs,t , then all excess interference incident to u and sourced
from v is resolved.
This model of radio interference incident to a link-end is specific to the geometry,
radiated power, equipment type and antenna discrimination in play. Therefore, the
interference incident to two links u and v, located at either end of an interference
path, is likely to be asymmetric. On this basis, when constructing a matrix of channel
separation constraints required for the frequency assignment process, the worst-case
value for element Cu,vs,t is selected for each pair of vertices. Satisfying these frequency
separation constraints when running the frequency assignment procedures allows for
all of the excess interference identified in the tuned network to be mitigated; that is, the
assigner can achieve a zero violation frequency assignment.
3.1.5 Optimisation Problem
The optimisation problem considered in this thesis is to assign frequencies (with an
implied choice of radio system) to each link request which satisfy all of the interference
constraints while minimising the span of the assignment.
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FAP with equipment selection is modelled as a minimum span problem while recog-
nising that, in contrast to established academic work, the assigner is constrained by a
frequency plan with fixed sets of radio channels. That is, aspects of the fixed spectrum
or minimum interference frequency assignment problem are also considered. While the
IP formulation respects the discipline of the 38 GHz multi-raster channel plan, it is not
necessary to constrain the IP solver to a specific range of frequencies. The solver may
locate the solution anywhere in the frequency domain while respecting the frequency
separation constraints associated with the channel plan and interference analysis.
With the minimum interference frequency assignment problem, a frequency is assigned
to each request while minimising the sum of penalties associated with excess interfer-
ence and a fixed set of frequencies is available to the assigner when considering a
request. If Pvwfg is the penalty associated with excess interference on edge vw ∈ E
when frequencies f 7→ v and g 7→ w and xvf , xwg are decision variables, defined such
that:
xvf =
 1 if f ∈ F (v) is assigned to link v0 otherwise
xwg =
 1 if g ∈ F (w) is assigned to link w0 otherwise
then the objective function can be formulated:
Min
∑
vw∈E
∑
f∈F (v),g∈F (w)
Pvwfgxvfxwg. (3.21)
This formulation demands that, for each edge vw ∈ E, frequencies are assigned to
the links at each edge-end in order that penalties are minimised. However, the prob-
lems here demands a zero violation solution, so rather than minimise interference, the
objective is always to ensure that the inequality given in (3.7) is satisfied.
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In this formulation of the frequency assignment problem with equipment selection, the
frequency domain available to the assigner is constrained such that f(u) ∈ F (u),∀u ∈
V , so respecting the fixed channel plan associated with the minimum interference prob-
lem. This is an important constraint because, with the minimum span problem, the
assigner generally has access to a frequency domain with no practical upper bound
on the number of channels selected. The frequency domain might be defined by the
set of positive integer numbers, denoted here by Z+; effectively, an infinite channel
set. Although the channel set is infinite, the assigner is normally constrained by an
organised frequency plan (a channel raster). This can be defined as follows: If fi is the
smallest frequency assigned and b is the bandwidth of each radio channel available to
the assigner, then f(i+n) = (fi +n.b) where n ∈ Z+. However, in professional practice
(or with the fixed spectrum problem), the assigner is constrained by a finite channel set
and the rejection of some requests can be expected if the assigner is also constrained
to obtaining frequency assignments with zero violations.
However, the problems developed for this study are relatively small and can be re-
solved without accessing the entire frequency domain available to the assigner (the
assigner is not constrained by the cardinality of the channel set); the focus, therefore,
is on addressing the minimum span problem while respecting the real-world raster
organisation adopted for the study.
Closer packing might be possible in a raster free frequency assignment, for example.
Here, rather than selecting discreet frequencies from an organised channel raster, fre-
quencies could be assigned to u and v such that:
NFD(|f(u)− g(v)|) ≥ euv. (3.22)
That is, the NFD available when f 7→ u and g 7→ v is greater than or equal to the
excess interference obtained when u and v are tuned co-channel or near-co-channel. Of
course, (3.22) must still be satisfied when the assigner is constrained by a channel plan.
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Figure 3.7: Assignments on a mult-raster channel plan
Here, a set of discrete frequency separations between u and v are possible, suggesting
that when satisfying (3.22), sometimes NFD  euv.
With existing approaches to the minimum span problem in frequency assignment, it is
sufficient to count the number of radio channels between the highest and lowest assign-
ments. In contrast, since channels of differing bandwidths are assigned in this study,
a simple count of the channels assigned would not give any indication of the span ob-
tained; this is illustrated in Figure 3.7 where the green coloured channels are assigned.
It is possible for a channel on a low raster to have a higher number and a lower fre-
quency than a channel on a higher raster. Therefore this problem is generalised so that
span is considered in terms of the absolute extents of the channels assigned.
Let f : F 7→ V be a frequency assignment. Let zmin denote the minimum limit of all
frequencies assigned:
zmin(f) = min
u∈V
fmin(u) (3.23)
and zmax denote the maximum limit:
zmax(f) = max
u∈V
fmax(u) (3.24)
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Define the span of the assignment, sp(f), as:
sp(f) = zmax(f)− zmin(f). (3.25)
3.1.6 Integer Program
The problem is formulated as an integer program by defining decision variables:
xuf =
 1 if f ∈ F (u) is assigned to link u0 otherwise
yf =
 1 if f ∈ F is assigned to at least one link0 otherwise
rus =
 1 if radio system s is selected for use at link u0 otherwise
The problem can then be expressed as follows:
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Min zmax − zmin (3.26)
subject to
∑
f∈F (u)
xuf = 1 ∀u ∈ V (3.27)
zmax ≥ fmaxyf ∀f ∈ F (3.28)
zmin ≤ fminyf + (max
g∈F
gmax)(1− yf ) ∀f ∈ F (3.29)
xuf ≤ yf ∀u ∈ V, f ∈ F (3.30)
rus =
∑
f∈F s
xuf ∀u ∈ V, s ∈ S (3.31)
xuf + xvg ≤ 3− rus − rvt (3.32)
∀u, v ∈ V, f, g ∈ F, s, t ∈ S, |f − g| < Cu,vs,t
xuf ∈ {0, 1} ∀u ∈ V, f ∈ F (3.33)
yf ∈ {0, 1} ∀f ∈ F (3.34)
rus ∈ {0, 1} ∀u ∈ V, s ∈ S (3.35)
The objective function (3.26) minimises the total span; constraint (3.27) ensures that
each link request is assigned a single radio frequency channel; therefore, the summa-
tion of xuf equals 1 when summing across the channel set available to request u. This
condition applies to all requests. (3.28) and (3.29) set the maximum and minimum
limits of the frequencies used. Zmax is greater than or equal to the upper bound of
assigned radio channels; if the channel is unassigned, fmaxyf = 0 and zmax > 0. Zmin
is less than or equal to the lower bound of assigned radio channels; if the channel is
unassigned then Zmin is less than the highest possible upper bound on a radio channel
in F . These conditions apply to all frequencies in F . (3.30) determines the set of radio
channels used. If xuf = 1 then f is assigned to u, yf = 1 and xuf = yf ; if xuf = 0,
yf can be 0 or 1 (1 if f is assigned to some other u ∈ V , 0 otherwise) and xuf is less
than or equal to yf . This applies to all requests in V and all frequencies in F . (3.31)
determines which radio system is used by each link. Here, rus = 1 when xuf = 1 and
f is from the set of frequencies available to radio system s: if f ∈ F s, then rus may be
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selected at u. This applies to all requests in V and all radio systems in S. Finally, (3.32)
ensures that the relevant channel separation constraint is satisfied. This is a mechanism
to reject at least one of the candidate frequencies f or g when Cu,vs,t remains unsatisfied.
3.2 Hypothesis: the equipment selection paradox
Although, the trade off between radio equipment parameters and spectral efficiency
has been discussed in the radio engineering profession, there is often an assumption
made that higher-order modulation equipment is more spectrally efficient than lower-
order alternatives. The study challenges this assumption and a hypothesis has been
formulated on this basis.
Hypothesis 16. Selection of lower-order modulation radio equipment for a sub-set of
requests can reduce interference and achieve smaller spans for a significant sub-set of
problems relative to solutions obtained in the All higher-order environment.
The hypothesis can be considered paradoxical because it suggest that when doubling
the bandwidth required by some requests relative to the All higher-order modulation
environment, it is possible to maintain or actually reduce the span of the frequency
assignment.
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Chapter 4
Exact Solutions
This chapter sets out results obtained when exposing a set of fifty randomly gener-
ated benchmark problems, representative of real world frequency assignment scenarios
(from the assigner’s perspective), to an IP solver. The development of IP formulations
for frequency assignment problems is a well established approach in computer science;
using a solver allows for exact, optimal, solutions to be obtained for these problems.
However, these formulations are only practical for relatively small problems. On this
basis, the hypotheses outlined in Chapter Three can be tested with rigour.
To analyse the trade off between global and local spectral efficiency, solutions to a
number of randomly generated problem instances are analysed.
4.1 Data sets
Fifty representative problems have been generated, each consisting of a set V of fifty
38 GHz fixed link requests. This band is used extensively throughout Europe for base
station interconnection in mobile cellular networks. Each request u ∈ V represents a
fixed link with two link-ends, ua and ub. In order to generate a request ua is assigned
a random position in a region with dimensions 0.25× 0.25 km. A wanted signal angle
incident to ub in the range [0, 360) degrees is assigned randomly and a wanted path
length in the range [0.3, 0.5] km (so that the total simulation space has dimensions
1.25 x 1.25 km). The position of ub is calculated from these parameters. Each re-
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quest is randomly assigned a standard data-rate d(v), expressed in Mbit/s, from a set
{8, 16, 34, 51, 155}with the assumption that these can be resolved by exactly two radio
system types from the ETSI standards. An antenna characteristic is specified at each
link-end and the EIRP required on the link is calculated using equation (3.10), for both
of the equipment types available. Table 4.1 lists the standard ETSI radio system types
[5] used in this study with values for the key parameters RSL and IT specified. This
illustrates the inequalities in play between system types.
Mbit/s in MHz RSL(dBW ) IT (dBW )
8 in 3.5 -105.5 -138.4
8 in 7 -106.5 -132.9
2x8 in 7 -99.5 -132.4
2x8 in 14 -103.5 -129.9
34 in 14 -96.5 -129.4
34 in 28 -100.5 -126.9
51 in 14 -95.5 -129.0
51 in 28 -97.5 -130.4
155 in 28 -90 -128.9
155 in 56 -92.5 -125.4
Table 4.1: Radio systems
The fifty links are packed into a relatively small space with the aim of causing suf-
ficient interference clashes to exercise the IP solver. If each pair of vertices is tuned
co-channel, or near co-channel when operating on alternative rasters and higher-order
modulation equipment is selected at all vertices, then on average each vertex is con-
strained with 3.6 other vertices due to excess interference (disregarding the constraints
due to raster organisation). These deployments are somewhat abstract relative to real-
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world networks but as the networks evolve, smaller cell sizes and shorter path lengths
on microwave links are expected. In professional practice, these short links might
be assigned an EIRP uplift in cases where the calculated EIRP is lower than the
minimum EIRP delivered by the equipment and antenna combination. However, this
very practical step was considered unnecessary in this study, where the aim is simply to
bring about sufficient interference clashes to test the hypotheses. A worst-case antenna
characteristic is deployed on boresite for the same reason.
Figure 4.1 shows the Radiation Pattern Envelope (RPE) used to model the fixed link
antenna; the RPE specifies the off-axis performance 1 of the antenna only and the
ETSI Class 2 RPE shown here is a worst-case specification for fixed links operating
in the 38 GHz frequency band in Europe [34]. This RPE was used in conjunction
with an antenna gain of 45 dBi at boresite and extended to 1 degree off-axis with a
straightforward linear interpolation for gain in the range 1 to 5 degrees off-axis. The
aim here was to build an antenna pattern that would generate interference problems,
rather than to obtain a really accurate model of the antenna characteristic at angles
close to boresight. Vertical polarisation is assumed on all antennas.
To calculate the potential for interference between each pair of requests, the geometry
of the radio interference path between each pair is calculated; these paths are the basis
for an edge set E to be constructed. The interference incident to each vertex is calcu-
lated, generating the constraints described in Chapter 3.
4.1.1 The equipment selection paradox
For each request v ∈ V , let sL(v) and sH(v) denote the available lower- and higher-
order modulation radio systems respectively. Three sets of solutions IP are obtained
for the 50 problems.
1The RPEs specified by ETSI start at 5 degrees off-axis and extend to 180 degrees off-axis; they are
assumed to be symmetrical.
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Figure 4.1: Radiation Pattern Envelope
All higher-order. All links are chosen to use higher-order equipment, hence F (u) =
F sH(u) for all u ∈ V . Denote the resulting minimum span by spH .
All lower-order. All links are chosen to use lower-order equipment, hence F (u) =
F sL(u) for all u ∈ V . Denote the resulting minimum span by spL.
Equipment selection. All links may use either lower- or higher-order equipment, hence
F (u) = F sL(u) ∪ F sH(u) for all u ∈ V . Denote the minimum span by sp.
All solutions were obtained by solving the integer programs with the CPLEX MIP
solver, run on a MacBook Pro 2.66 GHz Intel Core i7 with 4GB ram, and the run
times across each of the 50 data sets were typically less than one minute. Figure 4.2
shows the spans delivered by the solver while Figure 4.3 shows the ratios spL/spH and
spL/sp delivered by the three sets of solutions with the results ordered by the values
for spL/spH .
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Figure 4.2: Spans (problems ordered by spL)
The graph provides some compelling evidence for the existence of an equipment selec-
tion paradox. Specifically, while using all lower-order systems doubles the spectrum
requirement for each individual fixed link relative to all higher-order, on average the
ratio of spL/spH is only 1.77. This alone suggests that it is possible to select lower-
order modulation equipment on a sub-set of links, reducing levels of interference in
the radio environment and increasing the efficiency of spectrum use. We discuss these
results further in Section 4.1.2.
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Figure 4.3: Ratios of spans (problems ordered by spL/spH)
4.1.2 Optimising Equipment Selection
It is possible to determine whether optimal results are obtained when adjusting the IP
formulation to constrain the numbers of links that are assigned lower-order modulation
equipment.
Define a variable hv for v ∈ V which indicates whether link v has been assigned
relatively lower-order equipment:
hv =
 1 if a relatively lower-order system is selected for use at link v0 otherwise
Then add constraints to ensure that the proportion of links assigned lower-order equip-
ment is between a lower bound HL and an upper bound HU where 0 ≤ HL ≤ HU ≤ 1:
∑
f∈FSL(u)
xvf − hv = 0 ∀v ∈ V (4.1)∑
u∈V
hv ≥ HL|V | (4.2)∑
u∈V
hv ≤ HU |V | (4.3)
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Figure 4.4: Spans for Equipment Selection (ordered by sp)
Figure 4.4 shows a graph of the spans obtained for Equipment Selection where HU is
set to 0.1 i.e. 10% of requests (and span is denoted by sp10), 0.25 i.e. 25% of requests
(sp25) and with no constraints of this kind (sp).
When Running Equipment Selection (0-10%), we obtain lower spans than All higher-
order in 4% of runs but, in general, the solutions are clearly sub-optimal. Equipment
Selection (0-25%) performs well, obtaining lower spans than All higher-order for 36%
of problems but is still sub-optimal and for some problems is out-performed by All
higher-order. We may say that when running Equipment Selection and seeking op-
timal solutions there is no advantage in constraining the numbers of lower-order sys-
tems selected and this indicates that, in some case, a significant number of lower-order
selections are required for an optimal solution.
Equipment Selection outperforms All higher-order, delivering a lower span for 46%
of problems and an average reduction in span of 10.7% for those solutions with an
improvement.
With unconstrained Equipment Selection (sp), lower-order equipment is selected on
a sub-set of requests (for all fifty problems) with 16 lower-order selections made on
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Figure 4.5: CDF of lower-order selections
average across the problem set; the minimum number of lower-order selections is 6
and the maximum 27 i.e. over half of all links. Figure 4.5 shows the CDF of lower-
order modulation selections made by the IP solver for each of the fifty problems.
4.1.3 Structure of optimised assignments
Figures 4.6 to 4.11 show frequency assignments for problems 3, 11 and 17. There are
a pair of graphs for each problem, one showing the frequency assignment delivered
when the solver is constrained to the All higher-order modulation environment and a
second where the solver operates in a Mixed modulation environment where Equip-
ment Selection is exercised. The x-axis shows frequency normalised to a measure of
frequency offset from the lower-bound of channel one on the 56 MHz raster and the
y-axis shows a count of frequency assignments. The graphs include a plot for each
channel raster and these show how the number of wider bandwidth systems increases
while the span of the frequency assignment reduces when the solver is instructed to
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Figure 4.6: Frequency assignment for problem 3 with the solver constrained to a
higher-order environment.
optimise equipment selection with respect to the bounded minimum span objective.
In general, the Mixed modulation environment produces frequency assignment graphs
with less peaks and that the assignments on higher rasters tend to dominate the graph,
enveloping, to some extent, the assignments on lower channel rasters.
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Figure 4.7: Frequency assignment for problem 3 with the solver using lower and
higher-order equipment.
4.1.4 Calculating excess constraints
For a request u, sHi and s
L
i are the higher- and lower-order modulation radio systems
where the data-rate supported by the radio is denoted by D(si) and, in our model, this
is exactly equal to data-rate required by the request d(u). In general, selecting sLi at u
in place of the higher-order option sHi will reduce the excess interference euv since, a
few idiosyncrasies aside, the equipment has the characteristics:
RSL(sHi ) > RSL(s
L
i ), (4.4)
IT (s
H
i ) < IT (s
L
i ). (4.5)
That is, for a given data-rate requirement d(u), higher-order modulation requires a
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Figure 4.8: Frequency assignment for problem 11 with the solver constrained to
a higher-order environment.
higher received signal strength, and is more sensitive to interference.
If a pair of links u and v are considered, revised excess values can be calculated if u
is switched from higher- to lower-order modulation. In the higher-order modulation
environment, the excess value at u, sourced from v, is denoted by e←uv and the excess at
v, and sourced from u, by e→uv.
Selecting lower-order equipment at u, the revised excess values at u and v are calcu-
lated by taking account of the inequalities given in 4.1 and 4.2. These revised excess
values are calculated using:
e′←uv = e←uv −
[
IT (s
H
i )− IT (sLi )
]
, (4.6)
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Figure 4.9: Frequency assignment for problem 11 with the solver using lower and
higher-order equipment.
and
e′→uv = e→uv +
[
RSL(sHi )−RSL(sLi )
]
, (4.7)
with obvious reformulation of these equations where lower-order equipment is selected
at v or at both u and v.
The subdivided raster organisation used in these examples is such that two requests
with alternative radio equipment are subject to a minimum channel separation con-
straint given by:
Cmins,t =
 bq/2 If s and t operate on rasters bp and bq and p > q0 for two requests operating on the same raster
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Figure 4.10: Frequency assignment for problem 17 with the solver constrained to
a higher-order environment.
It may be deduced that values for Cu,vs,t > Cmins,t are due to excess interference at u or v
(or both u and v) and on this basis an excess channel separation constraint is calculated
using:
Eu,vs,t = C
u,v
s,t − Cmins,t . (4.8)
Clearly, Eu,vs,t identifies, precisely, the contribution to the channel separation constraint
from interference in a co-channel or near co-channel scenario.
Consider an assignment assignment f obtained from the IP solver, and let:
VL = {u ∈ V : f(u) ∈ F sL(u)},
VH = {u ∈ V : f(u) ∈ F sH(u)}.
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Figure 4.11: Frequency assignment for problem 17 with the solver using lower
and higher-order equipment.
That is, VL and VH are the sets of links assigned lower and higher-order modulation
schemes respectively. Define the weight of u, W (u), given by the sum of excess chan-
nel separation constraints involving u under the assumption that all links are assigned
higher-order modulation equipment:
W (u) =
∑
v∈N(u)
Eu,vsH(u),sH(v). (4.9)
Then let W ′(u) denote the sum of excess constraints under the assumption that u is
assigned lower-order modulation equipment (irrespective of the IP solver’s actual se-
lection) and all other links are assigned the equipment specified by the optimal IP
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solution. That is:
W ′(u) =
∑
v∈N(u)∩VL
Eu,vsL(u),sL(v) +
∑
v∈N(u)∩VH
Eu,vsL(u),sH(v). (4.10)
Finally, let ∆W (u) denote the difference between these two weights:
∆W (u) = W ′(u)−W (u) (4.11)
to give a measure of the effect on the constraints of changing u from higher to lower-
order modulation equipment. Figure 4.12 shows values for ∆W (u), normalised to a
count of 1.75 MHz bandwidth segments, for the fifty requests associated with problem
1. Here, the series VL gives the ∆W (u) values for requests where the solver selected
sLi while VH is a plot of ∆W (u) values for requests where the solver actually made the
decision to select sHi and so shows the impact on the weight of constraints incident to u
when a hypothetical selection sLi is made. The solver has made lower-order selections
at a vertex when this reduces weight or the increase in weight is modest. Some hypo-
thetical selections obtain quite significant reductions in weight but, clearly, on average,
∆W (u) is a positive number for VH .
Figure 4.13 plots the average of ∆W (u) over the sets VL and VH for all fifty problems.
These show a clear distinction, with the average for VH across the entire problem set
being 6.3, while the average for VL is -0.8. This confirms that the solver tends to select
sLi in cases where the weight of channel separation constraints is reduced.
The set of constraints handled by the IP solver includes elements for all possible equip-
ment selections and the average ∆W (u) value can easily be obtained ∀u ∈ V , irre-
spective of the actual selection made by the solver. Table 4.2 shows a subset of the
constraints exposed to the solver. For each pair of requests, u and v, radio systems s
and t are available and the problem file, a constraint matrix, sets out constraints for
lower- and higher-order modulation equipment options at both vertices. r(u) and r(v)
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Figure 4.12: ∆W (u) for problem 1
denote the rasters associated with s and t for u and v respectively. When r(u) = 3.5
and r(v) = 7 higher-order modulation equipment is selected at both vertices and
Cu,vs,t = 1.75. If lower-order equipment is selected at u and v, C
u,v
s,t = 3.5. When
u is lower-order and v is higher-order, Cu,vs,t = 0 and when v is lower-order and u is
higher-order, Cu,vs,t = 1.75. In each case, C
u,v
s,t = C
min
s,t . Clearly, u and v can operate co-
channel when on the same raster. The extract highlights the relative measure of lower-
and higher-order modulation; when lower-order is selected at u and higher-order at v,
they operate on the same channel raster.
u v r(u) r(v) Cu,vs,t
1 2 3.5 7 1.75
1 2 7 14 3.5
1 2 7 7 0
1 2 3.5 14 1.75
Table 4.2: Example constraints for a pair of requests
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Figure 4.13: Average ∆W ordered by results for VL
The column specifying the channel separation constraint required between uand v uses
the notation Cu,vs,t generically but the extract shows that the constraints: Cu,vs,s , C
u,v
t,t , C
u,v
t,s
and Cu,vs,t are all specified in the problem file for each pair u, v ∈ V .
4.2 Conclusion
This chapter of the thesis has investigated the equipment selection paradox and demon-
strated that the benchmark IP formulation of the problem allows the solver to deliver
results that confirm the hypotheses: that when doubling the bandwidth requirement on
a sub-set of V it is possible to maintain or actually reduce the span of the frequency
assignment delivered in the all higher-order modulation environment.
The analysis has shown that the solver’s selection of lower-order modulation equip-
ment is related to the ∆W (u) parameter. The results show that by reducing ∆W (u)
on a sub-set of requests, it is possible to accommodate systems with larger bandwidths
without increasing the span of the frequency assignment and in many cases obtain-
ing closer packing in the frequency domain (reduced spans). This work lays the basis
for some further investigations including the development of heuristic principles and
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algorithms.
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Chapter 5
Offline heuristics
Chapter Four reported on exact solutions delivered by the IP solver providing evidence
in support of the hypothesis that the use of lower-order modulation equipment on selec-
ted links can either be accommodated by a frequency assignment with no degradation
of span or can actually reduce span. This chapter reports on the design of heuristics in
an offline environment.
The IP Solver finds optimal solutions but is constrained to an offline environment.
This can be defined as an abstract investigation of the frequency assignment problem
that allows the assigner (or the assigning software program) to develop an objective
analysis of an entire request queue. The assigner can take account of all constraints
in the neighbourhood of a request, irrespective of the order in which they were made.
The online environment simulates the real world frequency assignment problem from a
regulatory perspective where the assigner must handle requests sequentially, requests
are regularly added to the queue, the assigner has no knowledge of how the queue
will develop and the requests must be handled on a first-come-first-served basis and
in a timely manner. There are no opportunities for the assigner to re-order the request
queue or to apply network analysis or an optimal frequency assignment procedure. On
this basis, there is a strong motivation for the development of heuristics that can be
used on-line. However, there could also be opportunities for a greedy heuristic to be
incorporated into a meta-heuristic; here the greedy heuristic either provides an initial
solution that can later be refined [35] or allows solutions to be encoded by ordering
[36]. Meta- heuristics could be used for planning special events or for a re-tuning
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campaign (where the established network is subject to a new frequency assignment),
for example.
The study has investigated the development of equipment selection heuristics through
experimentation including the use of ordering techniques and the evaluation of in-
terference across the entire simulated radio interference environment. On this basis,
problems are exposed to an objective analysis where the complete graph is analysed
by the equipment selection heuristic.
The aim is to develop offline heuristics that deliver results that are equal to or close
to those delivered by the IP solver for a significant number of problems. Chapter Five
reports on the development of these heuristics and, using the same problem set reported
on in Chapter Four, evaluates the heuristics using a set covering analysis and the IP
solver’s results as a benchmark to measure performance. Novel ordering techniques
are developed and applied to the request queue.
5.1 Scope of the design
The design tasks have been categorised as follows:
Ordering techniques. The study has investigated techniques for re-ordering the re-
quest queue. Random re-ordering is used to investigate the solution space (the
range of solutions available) and allows for the benchmarking of more sophistic-
ated ordering techniques. The study proposes a new technique that takes account
of raster organisation.
Equipment selection. Equipment selection heuristics have been developed that make
a choice between the use of lower- and higher-order modulation equipment for
individual requests based on the analysis developed in Chapter Four.
Frequency assignment. The heuristics run a sequential frequency assignment pro-
cedure.
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Using the IP Solver’s solutions as a benchmark, the approach has been to experiment
with the ordering of the request queue and with equipment selection heuristics that use
criteria based on an analysis of interference at all v ∈ V as well as random selection
techniques. The study has used a sequential frequency assignment throughout. There
is some elaboration of the tasks involved with each of these categories here. The heur-
istics have ordered the request queue making use of the classical Generalised Largest
First (GLF) technique, a new ordering technique Raster Hierarchical Ordering (RHO)
and, for comparison, random orderings.
An important measure here was a comparison of the spans obtained when using a good
ordering technique (GLF or RHO) and those obtained when the ordering technique was
combined with an equipment selection heuristic. A re-ordering of the request queue
can radically improve on span; the question was whether equipment selection could
deliver an extra spectral efficiency gain.
RHO was developed in order to take account of raster organisation and on the basis that
requests for links using higher channel rasters would be more challenging with respect
to the minimum span objective.
Some of the equipment selection heuristics use random selection techniques; the res-
ults delivered by these heuristics are for benchmarking and provide a measure of per-
formance across the problem search space when compared with results from heuristics
that analyse the radio interference environment and use selection criteria based on an
analysis of the IP solver’s solutions.
A sequential frequency assignment procedure is used with all of these heuristics. While
the objective analysis allows for some experimentation with ordering techniques and
the development of selection criteria, ultimately, the aim is to use these investigations to
inform the design of heuristics for on-line use and the sequential frequency assignment
has been retained on this basis.
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5.2 Ordering techniques
The study uses three approaches to ordering the request queue:
Generalised Largest First (GLF). This classical technique orders requests according
to assignment difficulty and uses the weight of channel separation constraints
incident to a vertex to do this.
Raster Hierarchical Ordering (RHO). RHO orders the request queue by raster, pla-
cing requests on higher rasters at the top of the queue. Ties are broken using the
GLF method.
Random ordering. The request queue is exposed to random orderings. This allows
for some investigation of the solution space and provides some benchmark solu-
tions.
A range of ordering techniques were reported on in Chapter Two and previous studies
have investigated these thoroughly. The approach taken here was to select just one
of the classical ordering techniques. The focus of this study was the development of
exact solutions and equipment selection heuristics. While new ordering techniques
have been developed, exposing the problem set to a comprehensive set of ordering
techniques was not within the scope of these investigations.
Chapter Two outlined the GLF technique. The channel separation constraint on an
edge is its weight. GLF sums the weights on edges incident to a request and orders the
queue accordingly. Given the necessity for additional constraints when addressing the
Frequency Assignment Problem with Equipment Selection, the definition is extended
here.
Definition 17. Given an equipment selection g : V 7→ S for the request queue, let the
channel separation constraint on an edge u, v be denoted by Cu,vg where:
Cu,vg = C
u,v
g(u),g(v). (5.1)
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The weighted degree of request u, given an equipment selection g, is the sum of these
constraints over all incident edges:
dg(u) =
∑
v∈N(u)
Cu,vg . (5.2)
and wmax(u) denotes the maximal weight on edges incident to u where:
wmax(u) = Max
v∈N(u)
wg(u,v). (5.3)
and wg(u,v) is the weight on edge u, v.
Let the GLF order of the request queue be given by a listing of V according to the
magnitude of dg(u),∀u ∈ V , with the largest weight listed first in order; let ties be
resolved according to wmax(u) and then the initial order of V .
While GLF orders a request queue by weighted degree and so an estimate of assign-
ment difficulty, there is no account taken of radio system bandwidth. This may be
important when operating in a multi-raster environment and addressing the minimum
span problem.
Figure 5.1 sets out a simple example where a pair of requests u and v are constrained.
The two requests operate on alternative rasters: u on a 7 MHz raster and v on a 28 MHz
raster. For this example, let Cu,vg = 17.5 MHz. The sequential frequency assignment
procedure selects the smallest frequency whilst satisfying Cu,vg working up-band from
f1. If u appears before v in the request queue then u is assigned f1, v must be assigned
f2 and there is a separation between the carriers of 38.5 MHz, satisfying Cu,vg and
obtaining a span of 56 MHz. If the order in which the two requests are handled is
reversed then v can be assigned f1 and u can be assigned f5. This ensures a separation
between carriers that satisfies Cu,vg exactly and reduces the span to 35 MHz.
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Figure 5.1: Ordering assignments by raster
The example illustrates the reasoning behind the RHO technique, where requests on
higher rasters are listed first. Clearly, this results in a large number of ties and these are
broken by use of the, in this case, subordinate, GLF procedures.
Definition 18. Let the Raster Hierarchical Ordering be a listing of V by raster order
such that requests mapped to the highest raster r|R| are first in order with ties broken
by weighted degree, maximal weight and then initial order.
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5.3 Sequential Frequency Assignment
The study has first of all assessed these sequential algorithms in the All-higher-order
modulation environment. This approach was taken in order to test the RHO technique
against the well established GLF, to measure the performance of both RHO and GLF
against random orderings and to establish some useful benchmarks for the performance
of more complex heuristics with equipment selection procedures. Table 5.1 lists these
heuristics.
Designation Order of V Equipment selection Frequency assignment
hglf GLF higher-order sequential
hrho RHO higher-order sequential
hrand random higher-order sequential
Table 5.1: Frequency assignment heuristics
hglf maps all requests to higher-order modulation equipment, applies the GLF order-
ing technique to V and exposes V to a sequential frequency assignment.
hrho maps all requests to higher-order modulation equipment, applies the RHO order-
ing technique to V and exposes V to a sequential frequency assignment.
hrand maps all requests to higher-order modulation equipment, applies a random or-
dering and a sequential frequency assignment procedure to V .
A sequential, greedy assignment procedure is used with the experimental heuristics.
The objective is to minimise the span of the frequency assignment via a low-end pack-
ing approach. On this basis, the sequential assignment works up-band from the lowest
channel on the appropriate raster, assigning the smallest frequency that satisfies all of
the constraints associated with the request under consideration.
The problem set was exposed to the simple heuristics and the results are set out here.
hrand was configured to deliver one hundred random orderings of V and so one hundred
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Figure 5.2: Box plot representation of the spans delivered by h100rand, hglf and hrho
network frequency assignments; this configuration of the heuristic is denoted by h100rand.
Figure 5.2 shows, for each problem, a plot of the spans delivered by h100rand using a box
plot representation and with line graphs showing the exact spans delivered by hglf and
hrho. The data is ordered according to the median spans delivered by h100rand.
The vertical lines associated with each box plot indicate the range of spans delivered by
h100rand while the box indicates the range of spans between the 25th and 75th percentiles
denoted here by sp(25%) and sp(75%). The horizontal lines that divide the boxes indicate
the median value. In the one case where the box representation is collapsed, the median
value is exactly equal to sp(25%) and sp(75%). In cases where the box is fully developed
and the median value is not apparent, the median is exactly equal to sp(25%) or sp(75%).
hglf and hrho deliver spans that are less than or equal to the span given by h100rand for
84% and 92% of problems respectively.
Clearly, the new RHO technique is able to outperform the well established GLF with
hrho delivering a smaller span than hglf for 30% of the problem set. Conversely, hglf
improves on the solutions given by hrho for just 4% of problems.
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The results show that good ordering techniques are required for the heuristics to ap-
proach the exact solutions. However, in agreement with Hurley et al [21], the results
also indicate that the best heuristic for a particular problem is not easy to assess without
experimentation and this heuristic is not always the best performing over all problems.
5.4 Heuristics with equipment selection
Using the heuristics operating in the All higher-order environment as the basis for fur-
ther development, hglf , hrho and hrand can be refined by adding a subordinate equip-
ment selection heuristic allowing for a request to be mapped to either sLi or s
H
i . Here,
the heuristics operate in the Mixed modulation environment. A range of equipment
selection criteria are used with the modified hglf and hrho.
hes(T ).hglf orders V using the GLFE technique and the set of excess constraints. The
heuristic is configured to run the subordinate equipment selection heuristic with
a criterion for selection T . The GLF ordering technique is applied to the request
queue delivered by hes(T ) using the full set of constraints and the GLF ordered
request queue is exposed to a sequential frequency assignment procedure.
hes(T ).hrho orders V using the GLFE technique and the set of excess constraints. The
heuristic is configured to run the subordinate equipment selection heuristic with
a criterion for selection T . The RHO ordering technique is applied to the request
queue delivered by hes(T ) using the full set of constraints and the RHO ordered
request queue is exposed to a sequential frequency assignment procedure.
hres(p).hrand selects lower-order modulation equipment randomly according to a prob-
ability p. The heuristic then applies a random ordering to the request queue and
runs a sequential frequency assignment.
The pre-equipment selection ordering technique, GLFE, calculates the GLF order of
V by the average excess weight of u across lower- and higher-order modulation envir-
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onments and orders V accordingly. The technique first of all calculates excess weight
in All-lower and All-higher-order modulation environments.
Definition 19. let g : V 7→ S denote an equipment selection for the request queue
and let g(u) denote an equipment selection for request u. Then let gL(u) and gH(u)
denote lower- and higher-order modulation equipment selections for u respectively.
The excess weighted degree of request u in these two distinct environments is the sum
of the excess constraints over all incident edges:
dLE(u) =
∑
v∈N(u)
Eu,vgL(u,v). (5.4)
dHE (u) =
∑
v∈N(u)
Eu,vgH(u,v) (5.5)
Then the mean excess weighted degree over lower- and higher-order modulation en-
vironments is denoted by dE(u).
GLFE uses the classical GLF techniques to break ties and so requires the maximum
weight incident to a vertex with both All-lower and All-higher-order modulation envir-
onments considered.
Definition 20. LetELmax(u) andEHmax(u) denote the maximal weight on edges incident
to u in the All-lower and All-higher-order modulation environments where:
ELmax(u) = Max
v∈N(u)
Eu,vgL(u,v). (5.6)
EHmax(u) = Max
v∈N(u)
Eu,vgH(u,v). (5.7)
Then let
Max(E(u)) = Max(ELmax(u), E
H
max(u)). (5.8)
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Finally, GLFE can be defined.
Definition 21. Let the GLFE order of the request queue be given by a listing of V
according to the magnitude of dE(u), ∀u ∈ V , with the largest weight listed first in
order; let ties be resolved according to Max(E(u)) and then the initial order of V .
With hes(T ).hglf and hes(T ).hrho the subordinate equipment selection heuristic works
through the GLFE ordered request queue calculating the excess weight of u in the All
higher-order environment, then the revised excess weight when lower-order equipment
is selected at u or at u and v (in cases where request v has already been processed and
lower-order equipment has been selected). The difference between these two weights
is calculated. If ∆W (u) is less than or equal to the threshold T , the heuristic selects
lower-order equipment at u. The subordinate equipment selection heuristic can be
described using pseudo-code:
foreach request u ∈ V do
W (u) =
∑
v∈N(u)
Eu,vgH(u,v);
W ′(u) =
∑
v∈N(u)
Eu,vgL(u),g(v);
∆W (u) = W ′(u)−W (u) ;
if ∆W (u) ≤ T then
set g(u) = gL(u);
else
set g(u) = gH(u);
end
end
Algorithm 1: pseudocode for the equipment selection heuristic subordinate to hglf
and hrho.
The heuristic hres(p).hrand is configured such that, on average, lower-order equipment
selections are obtained for a proportion of the request queue given by p · |V |. For the
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initial run, p was set to a value of 0.5.
foreach request u ∈ V do
generate a random number x ∼ U([0, 1]);
set p ;
if x ≤ p then
set g(u) = gL(u);
else
set g(u) = gH(u);
end
end
Algorithm 2: pseudocode for the equipment selection heuristic subordinate to hrand
Once the equipment selection procedure has run, the request queue is ordered accord-
ing to GLF or RHO procedures for hes(T ).hglf and hes(T ).hrho and a random ordering is
generated for hres(p).hrand. The request queue is then exposed to a sequential frequency
assignment.
Again, with hrand, one hundred orderings are applied to V ahead of frequency assign-
ment and this configuration of the heuristic with equipment selection is denoted by
hres(p=0.5).h
100
rand
5.4.1 The equipment selection criteria
Here, the specification of the equipment selection criteria used with hes(T ).hglf and
hes(T ).hrho is analysed. If the excess weights are normalised to a count of 1.75 MHz
bandwidth segments then the smallest possible constraint greater than zero is two, cor-
responding to Eu,vs,t = 3.5 MHz. Therefore, all ∆W values are divisible by 2 and the
equipment selection criteria has been developed on this basis. 10 criteria are specified
where the threshold T = −2 · k for k = {1, 2, ..., 10}. Therefore, each run of the
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heuristic delivers 10 results per problem and we denote these particular configurations
using h10es(T ).hglf and h
10
es(T ).hrho.
The numbers of lower-order selections across the range of equipment selection criteria
used in these runs is evaluated and the gain associated with each criterion calculated.
Figure 5.3 shows a CDF of the lower-order selections made for both h10es(T ).hglf and
h10es(T ).hrho together with the CDF of lower-order selections made by the solver. The x-
axis is a count of requests where the frequency assignment method selects lower-order
modulation equipment and the y-axis is the probability that this count will occur e.g.
when T = −2, an analysis of the selections made over fifty problems gives the one
hundredth percentile p1.0 a value of 18, the ninetieth percentile p0.9 a value of 15 and
so on.
From a start point of T = −2 the criteria becomes progressively more conservative
and adjustments have a radical effect on the number of lower-order selections made.
With T = −2 then p0.5 = 11 but when T = −20, then p0.5 = 0. It is clear that the
criteria is relatively conservative with respect to the numbers of lower-order selections
made by the solver.
The number of problems where a specific criterion delivers a reduction in span can be
counted and expressed as a gain in MHz. That is, the reduction in span when results
are compared with those delivered by the complimentary heuristic operating in the All
higher-order modulation environment. To investigate the nature of these gains, the
mean gain delivered by a criterion is calculated.
Definition 22. Let Ces = {T1, T2, ..., T|Ces|} denote the set of equipment selection cri-
teria available. Let sp(hL,H) and sp(kH) denote the spans obtained from heuristics
operating in the Mixed modulation and All higher-order modulation environments re-
spectively. Then, for a pair of heuristics h, k addressing a problem i ∈ P and using a
criterion j ∈ Ces, let the gain obtained by the equipment selection criterion be calcu-
lated using:
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Figure 5.3: CDF of lower-order selections delivered by the equipment selection
criteria.
Gij(hL,H , kH) = sp(hL,H)− sp(kH), (5.9)
and, neglecting any reductions in span, let the mean gain obtained when using a cri-
terion j in combination with a heuristic hL,H , evaluated over all of P be given by:
Gj(hL,H , kH) =
1
|P | ·
i≤|P |∑
i=1
sp(hL,H )<sp(kH )
Gij(hL,H , kH). (5.10)
Therefore, Gj(hL,H , kH) denotes the mean gain over P for a criterion j where gain is
considered in cases where sp(hL,H) < sp(kH) only.
The pairs hglf , h10es(T ).hglf and hrho, h
10
es(T ).hrho are defined and Figure 5.4 shows the
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Figure 5.4: Mean Gain delivered by h10es(T ).hglf and h
10
es(T ).hrho
mean gain delivered by the equipment selection criteria over the problem set. The
graph shows that h10es(T ).hglf delivers more gain than h
10
es(T ).hrho over the compliment-
ary heuristic when the equipment selection threshold is from {T1, T2, ..., T6} but gives
a lower gain when the more conservative criteria {T7, T8, ..., T10} is applied.
Earlier, it was established that the RHO technique outperforms GLF and these results
for gain suggest that there is less potential for the equipment selection heuristic to
reduce span when it is paired with a superior ordering technique. Figure 5.4 shows that
the gains only begin to correlate when the equipment selection criteria is conservative.
Further, this suggests that an on the fly equipment selection heuristic has the potential
to obtain radical reductions in span because in an online environment any optimisation
of the frequency assignment available from an ordering of the request queue must be
neglected by the assigner.
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5.4.2 Set covering analysis
A more precise measure of performance can be obtained using a set covering analysis
[37, 38] where the spans obtained by each pair of heuristics over the problem set
P are compared and between each heuristic and the frequency assignment methods
delivering exact solutions.
Using the approach taken by Hurley et al [21] and making full use of the offline envir-
onment, the best span delivered by each heuristic is selected. That is, in cases where
the heuristic is configured to deliver more than one solution per problem, the smal-
lest span from this set of solutions is taken: for h10es(T ).hglf and h
10
es(T ).hrho, this is the
smallest span from ten solutions while for h100rand and hres(p=0.5).h
100
rand, the smallest span
from one hundred solutions is taken.
Two configurations of the frequency assignment method associated with the IP Solver
and exact solutions are included in the set covering analysis.
Definition 23. Let IPH and IP denote configurations of the frequency assignment
method delivering exact optimal solutions constrained to the All-higher-order modula-
tion and Mixed modulation environments respectively. Let h and k denote a pair of fre-
quency assignment methods from {hglf , hrho, h100rand, h10es(T ).hglf , h10es(T ).hrho, hres(p=0.5).h100rand,
IPH and IP}. Let sp(h) denote the span delivered by h and let the set covering c(h, k)
denote the percentage of problems where sp(h) ≤ sp(k). Let c(h) denote the average
of c(h, k) for h over all other frequency assignment methods.
Table 5.2 sets out the results of the set covering analysis including the average cover
afforded by a frequency assignment method over all other methods c(h).
The frequency assignment methods can be ranked by the average cover.
Table 5.3 ranks IP first since the IP solver delivers a set of exact solutions. IPH is
ranked second. It is expected that IPH will deliver a 100% cover for all other frequency
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Method hglf hrho h100rand h
10
es(T ).hglf h
10
es(T ).hrho hres(p=0.5).h
100
rand IPH IP c(h)
hglf - 70 84 72 62 100 36 20 63.4
hrho 96 - 92 86 86 100 48 28 76.6
h100rand 38 32 - 32 30 98 20 12 37.4
h10es(T ).hglf 90 78 90 - 84 98 50 28 74.0
h10es(T ).hrho 90 92 90 94 - 98 54 32 78.6
hres(p=0.5).h
100
rand 4 4 10 4 6 - 2 2 4.6
IPH 100 100 100 94 94 100 - 54 91.7
IP 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 - 100
Table 5.2: Set covering analysis for the frequency assignment methods
ranking method c(h)
1 IP 100.0
2 IPH 91.7
3 h10es(T ).hrho 78.6
4 hrho 76.6
5 h10es(T ).hglf 74.0
6 hglf 63.4
7 h100rand 37.4
8 hres(p=0.5).h100rand 4.6
Table 5.3: Ranking of the frequency assignment methods
assignment methods operating in the All-higher-order modulation environment and the
results confirm that this is the case. However, IP , h10es(T ).hglf and h
10
es(T ).hrho, operating
in the Mixed modulation environment, are able to improve on the spans delivered by
IPH for a sub-set of P . Therefore, the cover afforded to these frequency assignment
methods by IPH is less than 100%. This is considered to be a very important result and
strong evidence in support of an equipment selection paradox: Exact, optimal solutions
have been obtained by IPH while constrained to the All-higher-order modulation en-
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vironment but these can be improved upon by a configuration of the method delivering
exact solutions and heuristics (non-optimal) that double the bandwidth requirement for
selected requests in the Mixed modulation environment.
We have described how the equipment selection heuristic works through a GLFE
ordered request queue and, for some criterion, makes precisely the same selections
whatever ordering technique is applied to V ahead of frequency assignment. It can be
concluded that the ranking of the heuristics h10es(T ).hglf and h
10
es(T ).hrho is determined
by the ordering technique applied to the request queue ahead of frequency assignment.
Further, both of the heuristics using RHO dominate the pair using GLF. The study
has established that RHO can outperform GLF and this set covering analysis shows
that a heuristic constrained to the All-higher-order modulation environment and using
a superior ordering technique can outperform a heuristic using equipment selection
combined with a less effective ordering technique.
h100rand and hres(p=0.5).h
100
rand are ranked last. These results suggest that a random ordering
of V in the All-higher-order modulation environment or a random equipment selection,
with the number of lower-order selections set arbitrarily and combined with a random
ordering of V in the Mixed modulation environment are not profitable. This underlines
the importance of well designed equipment selection criteria.
5.5 Further analysis
This section of Chapter Five investigates the IP ordering of the request queue where
the problem set is exposed to a sequential frequency assignment using the IP solver’s
orderings and random equipment selections using tighter constraints on the number of
lower-order equipment selections made.
The IP order of V can be obtained by ordering the frequency assignments delivered
by the solver in frequency order. A variant of the simple heuristic has been developed
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using these IP orderings and a sequential frequency assignment. The spans obtained
from this approach are compared with those delivered by hglf , hrho and the IP solver.
Section 5.4 showed how random equipment selections, with approximately half of the
request queue assigned higher-order modulation equipment and half lower-order, pro-
duces spectrally inefficient frequency assignments. The study demonstrates how this
approach can be refined by tightening the constraint on the numbers of lower-order
selections made. This investigation is to clarify the importance of carefully selected
equipment selection criteria and shows that, even with random selections, a refined
criterion can deliver spectral efficiency gains.
5.5.1 IP ordering of the request queue
Spans delivered by a new variant of the simple heuristic operating in the All-higher-
order modulation environment were investigated. The ordering is based on an analysis
of the IP solver’s solutions. Here, V is ordered by frequency according to the assign-
ments made by the solver with the smallest frequency listed first and with ties broken
by the initial order.
Definition 24. Let hip−order denote a simple heuristic operating in the All-higher-order
modulation environment where the order of V is determined by the frequencies as-
signed by the IP solver. Let the IP order of V be a listing of the request queue in
frequency order with the smallest frequency listed first and with ties broken by the
initial order of V .
To summarise the variant: hip−order maps all requests to higher-order modulation equip-
ment, applies the IP-ordering to V and exposes V to a sequential frequency assignment.
Having obtained the IP order for V for all i ∈ P , we expose P to hip−order. Figure 5.5
compares the spans obtained by hip−order, hglf , hrho and the results given by the solver
in the All-higher-order modulation environment IPH .
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Figure 5.5: Spans delivered by the frequency assignment heuristics and IP solver
in the All-higher-order modulation environment.
The results are ordered according to the spans delivered by the IP solver with the smal-
lest span listed first in order. It can be seen by inspection that there is a close correlation
of these results.
Returning to the set cover analysis (see the final set cover analysis in Table 5.4), It can
be seen that hip−order obtains c(h) = 81.1%, outperforming h10es(T ).hrho (77.6%). While
h10es(T ).hrho obtains higher set covers for hglf , h
10
es(T ).hglf and hrho, the new heuristic
returns solutions that secure higher covers for hrand, hres(p=0.5).h100rand, IP and IPH .
Again, it can be shown that a heuristic that addresses optimisation using order only can
outperform those using both order and equipment selection.
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Method hglf hrho h100rand h
10
es(T )
.hglf h
10
es(T )
.hrho hres(p=0.5).h
100
rand IPH IP hip−order hres(p=0.08).h
100
rand c(h)
hglf 100 70 84 72 62 100 36 20 52 92 65.3
hrho 96 100 92 86 86 100 48 28 66 96 77.6
h100rand 38 32 100 32 30 98 20 12 32 90 42.7
h10
es(T )
.hglf 90 78 90 100 84 98 50 28 68 92 75.3
h10
es(T )
.hrho 90 92 90 94 100 98 54 32 70 94 79.3
hres(p=0.5).h
100
rand 4 4 10 4 6 100 2 2 4 34 7.8
IPH 100 100 100 94 94 100 100 54 100 100 93.6
IP 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
hip−order 88 80 92 82 76 100 72 42 100 98 81.1
hres(p=0.08).h
100
rand 20 14 52 16 16 94 10 8 20 100 27.8
Table 5.4: Final set cover analysis for the frequency assignment methods
5.5.2 Refining the random equipment selection heuristic
It has been established that random equipment selections, with the number of lower-
order modulation assignments constrained to around 25 per problem on average, com-
bined with random orderings of the request queue do not produce optimal results. This
section of the thesis demonstrates how these solutions can be improved through a re-
finement of the subordinate equipment selection heuristic. The aim is not to optimise
these results, only to demonstrate that some improvement is possible.
Section 5.4 explained how random equipment selections were made with a probability
of 0.5 that lower-order modulation equipment would be selected. Here a new variant of
the heuristic denoted by by hres(p=0.08).h100rand is introduced. As before, a real number x
is generated randomly from a standard uniform distribution but p is now set to 0.08 in
order that the number of lower-order selections is constrained to around 4 per problem
on average.
Having set p = 0.08 for this experimental run, some significant reductions in span
are obtained. Figure 5.6 shows the spans delivered by the two configurations of the
heuristic hres(p=0.5).h100rand and by hres(p=0.08).h
100
rand.
Clearly, hres(p=0.08).h100rand delivers significant gain. While the new heuristic gives a
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Figure 5.6: Spans delivered by hres(p=0.5).h100rand and by hres(p=0.08).h100rand
higher span for 3 problems, there is a reduction in span for 33 problems with the sum
of these reductions across the problem set P equal to 1309 MHz.
The study could persist with further experimentation and refinement of these heuristics
that use random equipment selections but this experimental run has already demon-
strated very clearly that the use of a fairly conservative selection criterion can radically
improve on the spans delivered. This particular investigation highlights the vital role of
the equipment selection criteria and the importance of setting these correctly in order
to obtain improvements in spectral efficiency.
5.6 Conclusions
It has been shown that it is possible to reduce the span of a frequency assignment by
taking account of raster in the ordering technique applied to the request queue. The
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RHO technique has outperformed the well established GLF even when the heuristic
using GLF runs a subordinate equipment selection heuristic and the heuristic using
RHO is constrained to the All-higher-order modulation environment.
The investigations of the ordering given by the IP Solver’s solutions, again, show how
ordering techniques can optimise the frequency assignment and outperform heuristics
using equipment selection. In this case, the ordering is entirely experimental; it is very
unlikely that the IP Solver could be used to resolve real-world frequency assignment
problems. It may be possible to apply RHO or other ordering techniques to particular
real-world problems including, perhaps, re-tuning campaigns where there might be
opportunities for the assigner to re-order the request queue. However, these ordering
techniques are used here for experimental purposes, primarily to investigate the scope
for using equipment selection heuristics.
Equipment selection heuristics can improve on the gains offered by heuristics operating
in the All-higher-order modulation environment. This confirms our earlier analysis of
the exact solutions delivered by the IP solver. It has been demonstrated, again, that
the use of lower-order modulation equipment on specific links, while doubling the
bandwidth requirement for these requests, can actually reduce the span of the (network)
frequency assignment.
An analysis of the gain offered by these equipment selection heuristics shows that
there is less potential for the heuristic when combined with a good ordering technique.
While RHO outperforms GLF, the equipment selection heuristic combined with GLF
achieves greater gain over its complimentary heuristic than the equipment selection
heuristic combined with RHO. The findings, including the use of random orderings,
suggest that there is a great deal of scope for an on-line equipment selection heuristic;
an environment where there is little or no opportunity for the assigner to make use of
ordering techniques.
The results achieved here are sometimes sub-optimal and there was no expectation that
these experimental heuristics would cover all of the IP solver’s solutions. However,
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the results are very encouraging and often the heuristics are able to achieve the spans
delivered by the solver or achieve spans that are very close to these exact, optimal
solutions.
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Chapter 6
Online heuristics
Chapter Five discussed the development of offline heuristics and showed how heuristics
using equipment selection can achieve spectrally efficient results. Chapter Six reports
on the design of online heuristics. Here, motivated by the real-world environment, the
assigner works in a simulated online environment defined by the following features:
First-come-first-served rule. The assigner respects a first-come-first-served rule
where requests are handled strictly in the same order that they appear in the
request queue. There are no opportunities for the assigner to reorder requests or
to anticipate the constraints associated with future requests.
Constraints. The assigner is required to satisfy all of the frequency separation con-
straints associated with the request under consideration and all established fixed
links. No account is taken of future requests.
Sequential frequency assignment. The first available frequency is assigned to a
request with the assigner working up-band from the smallest frequency.
The sequential frequency assignment procedure simulates an online service where the
constraints associated with the request under consideration and those requests already
processed are considered. The equipment selection procedures are also configured to
work in this way online. Re-ordering of the request queue is not possible and so any
objective analysis of the complete graph is impossible except when the final request in
a problem is considered.
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Informed by the techniques developed in the offline environment, this Chapter of the
thesis sets out some designs for online heuristics. This reflects the constraints placed on
the assigner in the real-world where greedy, sequential frequency assignment methods
are used to handle the request queue.
6.1 The equipment selection heuristic
This section of Chapter Six sets out the design principles derived from the develop-
ment of offline heuristics and discusses how these ideas can be applied in the online
environment.
6.1.1 Design principles
In the offline environment, a range of equipment selection criteria can be used and the
best span delivered by the heuristic can be selected for each problem i ∈ P . For ex-
perimental purposes, this approach can also be used in a simulated online environment
but, ultimately, the task here is to design heuristics and specify criteria that is effective
when a problem exposed to just one run of the equipment selection heuristic.
Because the offline heuristics selected the best span available from multiple runs, the
problem of loss, by which we mean an increase in span, was noticeable but did not
dominate the problem. Loss can be defined by results for span where the equipment
selection heuristic delivers a larger span than its complimentary benchmark heuristic.
Definition 25. Let spi(hes) and spi(k) denote spans delivered for problem i by a heur-
istic using equipment selection and a complimentary heuristic constrained to the All-
higher-order modulation environment respectively. Then if spi(hes) > spi(k), spi(hes)
is said to have delivered a loss with respect to the complimentary heuristic for problem
i.
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Specifying efficient equipment selection criteria in the online environment where pos-
itive gains (reductions in span) are obtained for some problems while minimising loss
across the entire problem set is very challenging. Although it is not possible to apply
any ordering techniques in the online environment, it is possible to encourage the se-
lection of lower-order modulation equipment on particular rasters through specification
of the appropriate equipment selection criteria.
Alternative criteria can be applied to sub-sets of the request queue and each of these
sub-sets can be defined as an epoch in the frequency assignment process. Further, the
criteria can be adjusted for different equipment selections. That is, a set of migrations
can be defined where each migration defines a lower-order modulation equipment se-
lection in place of a higher-order selection on an adjacent raster. Each migration can
be associated with a specific lower-order modulation equipment selection threshold
and these can vary per epoch.
Definition 26. Let mrp,rq(u) denote a migration of radio equipment from raster p to
raster q for request u. That is, a lower-order modulation equipment selection at u on
raster q in place of a higher-order modulation selection on the adjacent raster p where
p < q.
Definition 27. Let an epoch be defined as a closed interval [a, b] where a and b are
positive real numbers representing requests for frequency assignment. Let the epoch
be associated with a set of equipment selection criteria for each migration available to
the assigner {T (mr1,r2), T (mr2,r3), ..., T (mr4,r5)}.
6.1.2 Specification of online heuristics
The study has produced a number of online heuristics including some required to in-
form design and others for benchmarking.
hio denotes a online heuristic operating in the All-higher-order modulation environ-
ment that applies a sequential frequency assignment to the request queue in its
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initial order.
hes(p).hio is configured to select lower- or higher-order modulation equipment ran-
domly with a probability p that lower-order is selected. The request queue is
exposed to a sequential frequency assignment with the initial order respected.
h10es .hio allows for a range of equipment selection criteria to be tested and is configured
such that each problem is exposed to ten criterion and ten sequential frequency
assignments with the initial order of the request queue respected.
hes(m).hio exposes problems to a set of criteria where each migration is given a specific
threshold for the selection of lower-order modulation equipment. Problems are
exposed to a sequential frequency assignment with the initial order of the request
queue respected.
hes(m,e).hio combines the use of specific thresholds per migration type with the spe-
cification of epochs. Each problem is exposed to a set of criteria per migration
per epoch. Problems are exposed to a sequential frequency assignment with the
initial order of the request queue respected.
Some further elaboration of these heuristics and their purpose is given here. In all
cases, the heuristics are run in a simulated online environment.
With hio the assigner exposes the request queue to a sequential frequency assignment in
the All-higher-order modulation, online, environment. This heuristic provide a useful
benchmark for the heuristics using equipment selection. Gain (reductions in span)
can easily be calculated when hio is used as a complimentary frequency assignment
method, or benchmark, to the heuristics using equipment selection.
While hio provides a very useful benchmark, it is unrealistic to assume that all real-
world frequency assignments are made in the All-higher-order modulation environ-
ment. To the assigner, working online without equipment selection heuristics, requests
for frequency assignments to links using lower-order equipment may appear entirely
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random. On this basis the study has developed a second benchmark heuristic hes(p).hio
where lower-order selections are made randomly.
In the online environment, running alternative criteria or heuristics over the entire prob-
lem set and then selecting the best results from each run is unrealistic. However, in
order to inform design, the problem set is exposed to a range of equipment selection
criteria using the h10es .hio configuration.
The assigner can tune the equipment selection criteria to the different migration types.
In order to encourage migration from a raster p to q in particular, the criterion for this
particular migration can be relaxed and the configuration hes(m).hio facilitates this.
The specification of epochs in the frequency assignment process allows for further
refinement. Here, criteria can be more conservative in an early epoch and less con-
servative in a latter epoch, say. The criteria can be adjusted to encourage selection
of wider bandwidth systems in the latter epochs where the interference graph is more
developed and there is more information about the weight of constraints incident to the
request under consideration; hes(m,e).hio is configured to support these techniques.
6.2 Results
The study first of all investigated the results delivered by hio and h10es .hio. The pur-
pose of these initial runs was to investigate the gains delivered by ten configurations
of h10es .hio, using the ten equipment selection criteria reported in Chapter Five, when
compared with the spans given by the benchmark hio.
In the real-world online environment, it is not credible to select the best spans available
per problem i ∈ P from multiple runs of the heuristics as practised in the offline
studies. This approach tends to mask the losses associated with a specific criterion but
loss is an important parameter to be considered in the online environment. On this
basis, Table 6.1 reports on the gains and losses in span associated with each criterion
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j delivered on each run of h10es .hio and denoted by G
total
j and L
total
j respectively. The
percentage of P contributing to these gains and losses is given e.g. when T = −2,
Gtotalj = 105 MHz and this value is the sum of gains over the 10 % of P where gains
were obtained. In addition, the cover c(h) afforded to hio by h10es .hio is set out here.
T Gtotalj %P L
total
j % P c(hio)
-2 105 10 990.5 54 46
-4 105 10 913.5 48 52
-6 105 10 759.5 40 60
-8 105 10 675.5 38 62
-10 56 4 437.5 26 74
-12 56 4 437.5 26 74
-14 56 2 325.5 20 80
-16 56 2 297.5 18 82
-18 56 2 140.5 6 94
-20 56 2 140.5 6 94
Table 6.1: Initial results
The results show that the best gains are obtained when T ∈ {−2,−4,−6,−8}. How-
ever, the losses are significant with the smallest obtained from this sub-set of the cri-
teria when T = −8. The best cover for hio and minimal loss are obtained when the
threshold is conservative and set to -20. However, there is gain for just 2% of problems
when this criterion is used.
Some further analysis gives the mean number of migrations per equipment selection
criterion per problem. Table 6.2 sets out these results.
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T mr1,r2(u) mr2,r3(u) mr3,r4(u) mr4,r5(u)
-2 2.5 0.46 1.76 2.20
-4 1.3 0.26 1.70 2.08
-6 0.74 0.06 1.22 1.92
-8 0.48 0.04 1.08 1.82
-10 0.12 0.00 0.14 0.96
-12 0.08 0.00 0.12 0.92
-14 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.80
-16 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.76
-18 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.28
-20 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.28
Table 6.2: Mean number of migrations per problem per criterion
6.3 Refinements and further investigation
Using the initial results, the study has developed configurations of hes(m).hio allowing
for specific migrations to be encouraged and others dampened. Because TsL(u) = −8
gave the highest positive gain combined with a relatively low loss, the study focused
on configurations of hes(m).hio anchored around this criterion.
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 set out some results from these runs. Here, the lower-order equip-
ment selection threshold is specified per migration using the syntax: {Tmr1,r2 , Tmr2,r3 ,
Tmr3,r4 , Tmr4,r5}.
The results given in these tables show how the equipment selection criteria can be
tuned in order to encourage or dampen selections for specific lower-order modulation
equipment types and the effects these criteria have on gain and loss.
A further consideration is the application of specific criteria to particular epochs in
the evolution of the request queue using the hes(m,e).hio heuristic. This approach was
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T Gtotalj % P L
total
j % P c(hio)
{−8,−8,−8,−2} 105 5 927.5 23 54
{−8,−8,−8,−4} 105 5 927.5 23 54
{−8,−8,−8,−6} 105 5 759.5 20 60
{−8,−8,−8,−8} 105 5 675.5 19 62
{−8,−8,−8,−10} 56 2 535.5 16 68
{−8,−8,−8,−12} 56 2 535.5 16 68
{−8,−8,−8,−14} 84 2 423.5 13 74
{−8,−8,−8,−16} 84 2 395.5 12 76
{−8,−8,−8,−18} 84 2 227.5 7 86
{−8,−8,−8,−20} 84 2 227.5 7 86
{−8,−8,−8,−22} 28 1 227.5 7 88
{−8,−8,−2,−8} 105 5 745.5 22 56
{−8,−8,−4,−8} 105 5 745.5 22 56
{−8,−8,−6,−8} 105 5 675.5 19 62
{−8,−8,−8,−8} 105 5 675.5 19 62
{−8,−8,−10,−8} 105 5 577.5 17 66
{−8,−8,−12,−8} 105 5 577.5 17 66
{−8,−8,−14,−8} 77 4 577.5 17 66
{−8,−8,−16,−8} 77 4 577.5 17 66
{−8,−8,−18,−8} 77 4 577.5 17 66
{−8,−8,−20,−8} 77 4 577.5 17 66
Table 6.3: Results for the hes(m).hio heuristic
taken based on the following rationale: In the simulated online environment, the com-
plete graph G is only complete once the entire request queue has been processed. As
the heuristic works through the request queue, edges are formed between the request
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T mr1,r2(u) mr2,r3(u) mr3,r4(u) mr4,r5(u)
{−8,−8,−8,−2} 0.5 0.04 1.08 2.2
{−8,−8,−8,−4} 0.5 0.04 1.08 2.10
{−8,−8,−8,−6} 0.48 0.04 1.08 1.92
{−8,−8,−8,−8} 0.48 0.04 1.08 1.82
{−8,−8,−8,−10} 0.42 0.02 1.04 0.96
{−8,−8,−8,−12} 0.42 0.02 1.04 0.92
{−8,−8,−8,−14} 0.40 0.02 1.04 0.80
{−8,−8,−8,−16} 0.40 0.02 1.04 0.76
{−8,−8,−8,−18} 0.42 0.02 1.02 0.28
{−8,−8,−8,−20} 0.42 0.02 1.02 0.28
{−8,−8,−8,−22} 0.44 0.02 1.02 0.20
{−8,−8,−2,−8} 0.50 0.06 1.76 1.84
{−8,−8,−4,−8} 0.50 0.06 1.70 1.82
{−8,−8,−6,−8} 0.48 0.04 1.22 1.82
{−8,−8,−8,−8} 0.48 0.04 1.08 1.82
{−8,−8,−10,−8} 0.44 0.04 0.14 1.82
{−8,−8,−12,−8} 0.44 0.04 0.12 1.82
{−8,−8,−14,−8} 0.44 0.04 0.02 1.82
{−8,−8,−16,−8} 0.44 0.04 0.02 1.82
{−8,−8,−18,−8} 0.44 0.04 0.00 1.82
{−8,−8,−20,−8} 0.44 0.04 0.00 1.82
Table 6.4: Mean number of migrations per problem per criterion
under consideration and the established vertices of the graph (requests to which an
equipment type and frequency are already assigned). Therefore, the assigner has little
or no knowledge of the risk involved with an equipment selection made in an early
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epoch; a request will be connected to established vertices but the assigner will not
be aware of future requests and their contributions to the weight of the request under
consideration or of the established vertices.
As the heuristic works its way through the request queue and enters the latter epochs,
G develops and the risk associated with the equipment selections is reduced.
Three epochs are considered in the evolution of the request queue.
First epoch. Risk can be reduced by using a very conservative equipment selection
criteria or by designating the first epoch as an All-higher-order modulation en-
vironment.
Second epoch. G is more developed and this epoch is exposed to a relatively conser-
vative equipment selection criteria.
Third epoch. In this final epoch, G is highly developed and a less conservative
criteria is used.
In the example given below (Tables 6.5 and 6.6), three epochs are defined: [1, 20], [21, 40], [41, 50].
Here, the equipment selection heuristic is left idle in the first epoch and while the cri-
teria stays anchored around a threshold of -8 in the second and third epochs, the criteria
are tuned for themr4,r5(u) migrations. The second epoch uses a relatively conservative
criteria (-100) and the third epoch a relatively non-conservative criteria (-18).
T Gtotalj % P L
total
j % P c(hio)
{−8,−8,−8,−100}, {−8,−8,−8,−18} 84 4 70 4 96
Table 6.5: Results for the hes(m,e).hio heuristic
These results show that it is possible to tune the criteria in order that Gtotalj > L
total
j but
the payoff is a reduced value for Gtotalj .
Using hio as the complimentary heuristic when evaluating gain is extremely challen-
ging when the objective is a minimum span frequency assignment. hes(p).hio allows
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T mr1,r2(u) mr2,r3(u) mr3,r4(u) mr4,r5(u)
{−8,−8,−8,−100} 0.18 0.02 0.62 0.00
{−8,−8,−8,−18} 0.16 0.00 0.20 0.14
Table 6.6: Mean number of migrations per problem per criterion using the
hes(m,e).hio heuristic.
for a more realistic comparison and this heuristic can be configured to allow for lower-
order equipment selections to be made with a probability p. These arrangements sim-
ulate the arrival of requests requiring the use of lower-order modulation equipment in
the real-world online environment.
Having configured hes(p).hio for p = 0.2, table 6.7 sets out values for Gtotalj , L
total
j and
c(hes(p).hio) when hes(p).hio is the complimentary heuristic to hes(m,e).hio.
T Gtotalj % P L
total
j % P c(hes(p).hio)
{−8,−8,−8,−100}, {−8,−8,−8,−18} 1032.5 31 42 1 98
Table 6.7: Supplementary results for hes(m,e).hio heuristic
Here, hes(m,e).hio delivers a very significant positive gain over a complimentary heur-
istic that selects lower-order systems randomly. However, the extra gain afforded by
hes(m,e).hio over hio is limited to the gains reported in table 6.5.
6.4 Validation
This section reports on some further testing of the heuristics in the online environment
using an alternative problem set. These tests were run in order to unveil any idiosyn-
crasies in the problem data and to ensure consistent performance. Here, the hes(m).hio
heuristic is tested on a second set of fifty problems. The heuristic is run ten times per
problem with the criteria adjusted per run for the mr3,r4(u) migration. The results are
set out in Tables 6.8 and 6.9.
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T Gtotalj % P L
total
j % P c(hio)
{−8,−8,−2,−8} 56 2 794.5 24 52
{−8,−8,−4,−8} 56 2 766.5 23 54
{−8,−8,−6,−8} 42 2 738.5 22 56
{−8,−8,−8,−8} 42 2 710.5 21 58
{−8,−8,−10,−8} 28 1 710.5 20 60
{−8,−8,−12,−8} 28 1 710.5 20 60
{−8,−8,−14,−8} 28 1 710.5 20 60
{−8,−8,−16,−8} 28 1 710.5 20 60
{−8,−8,−18,−8} 28 1 710.5 20 60
{−8,−8,−20,−8} 28 1 710.5 20 60
Table 6.8: Results for the hes(m).hio heuristic (alternative problem set)
T mr1,r2(u) mr2,r3(u) mr3,r4(u) mr4,r5(u)
{−8,−8,−2,−8} 0.78 0.08 2.14 1.94
{−8,−8,−4,−8} 0.78 0.08 1.92 1.94
{−8,−8,−6,−8} 0.74 0.08 1.52 1.92
{−8,−8,−8,−8} 0.74 0.08 1.34 1.92
{−8,−8,−10,−8} 0.74 0.06 0.26 1.90
{−8,−8,−12,−8} 0.74 0.06 0.24 1.90
{−8,−8,−14,−8} 0.74 0.06 0.16 1.90
{−8,−8,−16,−8} 0.74 0.06 0.12 1.90
{−8,−8,−18,−8} 0.72 0.06 0.04 1.90
{−8,−8,−20,−8} 0.72 0.06 0.04 1.90
Table 6.9: Mean number of migrations per problem per criterion (alternative
problem set).
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Graphs of gain and loss are shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2 where the heuristic is run
against both the main problem set used throughout the study and the alternative prob-
lem set.
The graphs of gains and losses follow similar trends for both problem sets with both
decreasing as the criteria becomes more conservative for themr3,r4(u) migration, even-
tually settling to a non-decreasing graph.
While different problems may pose more or less of a challenge for the heuristics, this
simple test confirms that the heuristic runs successfully on an alternative problem set
and delivers results with trends that are consistent with the results obtained from the
main problem set.
6.5 Conclusions
The development of these experimental online heuristics has demonstrated that it is
possible to run equipment selection procedures in this very challenging environment
and achieve some reductions in span.
In an experimental, simulated, environment, the minimum span objective is a very
useful measure of packing efficiency and an indication of how careful selection of
lower-order systems can reduce interference and increase the potential for frequency
reuse.
Spectral efficiency questions in the real-world online environment are likely to be dom-
inated by questions of assignment difficulty rather than span and in well established
frequency bands the expectation is that all available frequencies are utilised. The key
issues here are mitigation of excess interference and frequency re-use.
These results have indicated that while reductions in span can be difficult to achieve
online, using equipment selection heuristics to reduce the weight of excess constraints
on a graph while maintaining data throughput is possible.
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Figure 6.1: Gains obtained over ten sets of equipment selection criteria
Figure 6.2: Losses obtained over ten sets of equipment selection criteria
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 General observations
This thesis has proposed the existence of an equipment selection paradox. Specifically,
a paradoxical relationship between the selection of lower-order modulation equipment
which doubles the bandwidth requirement on individual fixed links and the potential
to actually reduce the overall span of frequencies required for a network frequency
assignment when these selections are made.
The academic literature sets out excellent mathematical descriptions of the frequency
assignment problem but these are often generalised and usually neglect the practical
considerations and constraints that are accounted for by the assigner working in pro-
fessional practice. While the study has not attempted to reproduce the tools used in
practice, the mathematical description developed in the study is service specific; that
is, particular to the microwave fixed links frequency assignment problem and extended
to include an equipment selection procedure. Some important real-world constraints
and features such as multi-raster channel plans are captured in the mathematical de-
scription of the fixed links frequency assignment problem with equipment selection.
A set of fixed links problem instances has been developed by the study and IP formula-
tions of the frequency assignment problem with equipment selection have allowed for
a set of exact solutions to be delivered by a standard IP solver. This provides some very
strong evidence in support of the hypothesis. The solver has obtained minimum spans
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for fifty problems with some significant spectral efficiency gains observed when results
from an IP formulation using equipment selection and a formulation constrained to the
All higher-order modulation environment are compared.
Experimental offline and online heuristics developed in the study are a useful step to-
wards the provision of equipment selection methods that can be applied in a real-world
environment. With these heuristics, the study has demonstrated that a mathematical
analysis of the radio interference environment using graph-theoretic methods allows
for spectrally efficient decisions to be made regarding equipment selection.
The study has developed the new RHO technique for ordering the request queue and,
using this in the offline environment, demonstrated superior performance over the well
established GLF technique.
The hypothesis, mathematical descriptions and problem formulations, exact solutions,
new ordering technique and experimental heuristics are important contributions be-
cause, while industry is currently focused on the transmission efficiency delivered by a
particular modulation scheme, a detailed discussion of the frequency assignment prob-
lem and efficient equipment selection is required if the spectrum resource available to
fixed services is to be optimised.
American engineers such as Metzger, Zoellner, Beall and Hale recognised the signi-
ficance of abstract mathematical graph-colouring problems in the 1970s and 1980s,
pioneering an extended study of the frequency assignment problem. These studies
have been led by academia in the main and an excellent body of work exists in the
academic literature with some really advanced algorithms now being used in practice.
However, professional frequency assignment practice for the fixed service and the ra-
dio engineering community in general have not embraced these ideas and most of the
expertise in this vital sub-discipline still resides within the Higher Education Sector,
often in Computer Science or Mathematics Departments. This study has addressed
the frequency assignment and equipment selection problems with some practical aims
in mind: specifically to encourage inter-disciplinary working and closer engagement
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between assigners working in professional practice and academic experts. This study
is also a contribution to these efforts.
7.2 Future work
The use of IP formulations allows for exact solutions to be obtained for smaller prob-
lems and for hypotheses to be rigorously tested. There is scope for these formulations
to be applied to a range of practical engineering problems including, for example, the
optimised selection of antenna types at link-ends or the formulation of problems where
the solver is constrained by a High-Low protocol.
High performance antennas are often more expensive than the lower performance al-
ternatives and although it is very well established that ubiquitous use of high perform-
ance antennas across a network is spectrally efficient, this may not be economically
viable for the network operator. Deploying these antennas at selected link-ends only
could have a radical effect on spectrum utilisation while minimising the extra costs
involved.
Consideration of the practical planning constraints experienced by professional plan-
ners and frequency assigners can help bring simulation work closer to real-world prob-
lems. The High-Low protocols used in professional practice are constraints designed
to ensure that transmitters and receivers are not co-sited if operating in the same duplex
sub-band; this is in order to avoid co-site interference. Sites are given the designation
High or Low dependent on which duplex sub-band is used by the transmitters at that
site and a pair of sites that are directly connected must not have the same designation.
A real world problem is for the network planner to make use of existing sites whilst
resolving all network connections and respecting the High-Low protocol. Because of
the extra costs involved, new sites are added as a last resort. This particular prob-
lem could be formulated using a graph theoretic approach where the nodes of a graph
represent sites, a set of requests represent fixed links connecting these sites and the
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assigner has the task of labelling each site with a designation High or Low such that
the High-Low protocol is respected and network connections are resolved with an ob-
jective function to minimise the addition of new sites (nodes). This formulation would
deliver the optimal High-Low labelling across the network and could be configured to
allow the solver to make decisions about aspects of the network architecture.
Equipment selection heuristics could be developed and refined for use in both the off-
line and online environments. There may be options for re-tuning campaigns or pre-
planning of fixed link deployments in some spectrum and these efforts could include
the use of a subordinate equipment selection heuristic. Some further research here
could inform this type of planning work.
In a practical frequency assignment system, it is expected that some requests are re-
jected in cases where a frequency assignment without violations is impossible. Some
research could be done to investigate rejections for different frequency assignment
methods including some using equipment selection. Equipment selection procedures
have the potential to reduce the number of rejections in an environment where assign-
ment difficulty is very high. In simulation work, this might require the use of artificially
small frequency domains; this is especially the case for IP formulations of the problem
where the problem size must be kept small.
Evolving fixed link radio systems include options for the use of Adaptive Coding and
Modulation. Here, the radio is able to change coding regimes and modulation tech-
nique according to the radio propagation environment e.g. higher-orders of modulation
can be selected when propagation conditions are favourable and unused fade margin
can be used to support a higher C/(N + ΣI) and so a higher data-rate. With these
systems, the fixed link operator nominates a reference mode (radio system) which is
used by the assigner for planning purposes; the operator is free to change coding or
modulation while respecting the frequency assignment, the spectrum mask associated
with the reference mode and the assigned EIRP . The selections made for the refer-
ence mode across a network exposed to various propagation effects could be optimised
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using an equipment selection heuristic and extending the research into this area could
be profitable.
Professional practice will very likely be handling sequential frequency assignments
for some time. Equipment selection heuristics could be used to optimise the spec-
trum available to assigners. There is enormous scope for variants of these heuristics
to inform discussions on spectral efficiency and the technical policy and procedures
associated with frequency assignment in professional practice.
Batching of requests by larger fixed link operators is common in professional practice.
This is where a set of requests is submitted by the operator. An investigation into the
use of batches where the requests cover a particular frequency band and geographical
area could prove to be interesting. In particular, it would be useful to investigate a
problem where an optimised frequency assignment is obtained for one batch and then
a second batch that is constrained with the first. The results could be compared with a
single larger batch covering all requests.
These suggestions for future research effort could provide some very good opportun-
ities for collaboration between computer scientists, frequency assigners working in
professional practice and radio propagation experts.
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